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Summary 

Introduction: The aim of the National Rehabilitation Survey is to compare outcomes from all participat-

ing rehabilitation clinics. In order to register functional capacity in important areas of life in neurological 

and other rehabilitation programmes – and since 2016 in musculoskeletal rehabilitation programmes – 

either the FIM® instrument (FIM®) or the Extended Barthel Index (EBI) have been employed as outcome 

indicators. To make it possible to compare outcomes at all rehabilitation clinics irrespective of the in-

strument employed, FIM® or EBI scores need to be converted to a comprehensive Activities of Daily 

Living score (ADL score). Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin was commissioned by ANQ to undertake 

a study to develop and validate a novel ADL score. 

Methodology: In the first phase of this mixed methods study, experts developed an algorithm whose 

function in converting FIM® and EBI scores to an ADL score was verified. In a second phase, the use of 

this conversion algorithm was validated in an observational study by determining FIM® and EBI scores 

for 263 patients attending four clinics or groups of clinics at five locations on admission to a neurological 

rehabilitation programme. In a third phase, the conversion algorithm was finalised and a consensus with 

regard to the algorithm was reached by the participating experts and researchers at the Charité based 

on the results of the validation study. The fourth and final phase involved a plausibility check of the ADL 

score using the data from the 2015 National Rehabilitation Survey for neurological rehabilitation. 

Results: Of the EBI items, 15 of the total of 16 were matched, usually in pairs, to the 18 FIM® items on 

the basis of their content. For each item pair, the 7 FIM® response categories were then matched to the 

3 to 5 EBI response categories and scored on a scale of 0 to 4 points. For the ADL score, a scale of 0 to 

60 points is used. The validation study revealed that the conversion algorithm was largely effective. 

Based on the results of the study, the conversion algorithm was modified slightly for some items and a 

consensus was reached at an expert workshop. Applying the conversion algorithm to the data obtained 

in the 2015 National Rehabilitation Survey demonstrated that the resultant ADL scores exhibited a high 

level of plausibility. 

Discussion: There is no evidence that the novel ADL score reveals a substantial difference, either positive 

or negative, in the quality of clinics in terms of the measuring instrument employed. Regardless of 

whether FIM® or EBI are employed, a comparison of outcomes from all clinics within a specific therapeu-

tic area now seems feasible and meaningful. The novel ADL score can be employed in the future as an 

indicator of outcomes of neurological, musculoskeletal and other rehabilitation programmes. At the 

same time, the empirically-obtained scores (FIM® or EBI) need also to be descriptively presented. 
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Interpretation aids for figures 

The following interpretation aids are intended to help readers understand the most important figure 

types employed in this report. For a list and explanation of technical terms, please refer to the glossary. 

Other types of figure are illustrated in the comparison reports of the National Rehabilitation Survey (e.g. 

Brünger et al., 2017).  
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1. Introduction 

The Swiss National Association for Quality Development in Clinics and Hospitals (ANQ) has been under-

taking quality surveys of inpatient rehabilitation throughout Switzerland since 2013 (Menzi, 2015). The 

National Rehabilitation Survey has been designed in the form of a full survey. The survey assesses the 

success of rehabilitation in the modules “neurological rehabilitation” and “other rehabilitation pro-

grammes”, documenting the purposes of participation and the targets to be achieved, while employing 

either the FIM® instrument (FIM®) or the Extended Barthel Index (EBI) to record the quality of outcomes. 

Since 2016, FIM® and EBI have also been employed in connection with musculoskeletal rehabilitation, 

replacing the Health Assessment Questionnaire (HAQ) (Menzi et al., 2017). 

In the measurement year 2015, 25 clinics employed FIM® and 6 clinics EBI in connection with the evalu-

ation of neurological rehabilitation (Brünger et al., 2017). In 2015, FIM® was employed in 41 clinics, and 

EBI in 6 clinics in other rehabilitation programmes (Schlumbohm et al., 2017). In 2016, 37 clinics em-

ployed FIM® and 20 clinics EBI in connection with musculoskeletal rehabilitation (data not yet published). 

Both instruments measure functionality in important Activities of Daily Living (ADL) (Wade, 1992). FIM® 

was developed from 1983 onward (Granger et al., 1986) and comprises 18 items relevant to differing 

activities of life, each with 7 identically formulated levels of function, from “Complete independence” (7 

points) to “Total assistance” (1 point). The range of total possible scores is thus 18 to 126 points (Keith 

et al., 1987).  

EBI represents an extended version of the Barthel Index originally developed in 1965 (Collin et al., 1988; 

Heuschmann et al., 2005) as it adds six items for communication and/or cognition (Prosiegel et al., 1996). 

In the case of EBI, the evaluation categories for each item were also further differentiated. EBI comprises 

16 items each with 3 to 5 response categories, which are formulated differently for each item. Each item 

is assessed on a scale of 0 (greatest level of impairment) to 4 points (lowest level of impairment), result-

ing in a total score of between 0 and 64 points. Both instruments also sub-categorise items as either 

motoric or cognitive (Prosiegel et al., 1996). Quality of outcomes is compared on the basis of the global 

overall score (Menzi et al., 2017).  

Both instruments also have in common that scoring is undertaken in practice by therapeutic or nursing 

staff who observe patients during normal daily clinical routine. If required, this can be supplemented by 

interviewing patients or relatives. Completing an EBI evaluation takes somewhat less time than in the 

case of FIM® (Prosiegel et al., 1996). FIM® and EBI are structurally very similar, exhibit close correlation 

and are comparable in terms of their reliability (Prosiegel et al., 1996; Schädler et al., 2006). However, 

EBI is focussed on determining the level of dependence on external help while FIM® is instead more 

closely aimed at recording patient functional independence (Schädler et al., 2006). 

The aim of the National Rehabilitation Survey is to enable outcomes from all clinics dealing with a given 

therapeutic area to be compared, irrespective of whether they employ FIM® or EBI. This requires FIM® 

and EBI scores to be converted to a common scaled score.  

Preliminary studies were carried out at the Charité to analyse the comparability of FIM® and EBI. This 

was complemented by a literature search for further approaches to establishing ADL scores on the basis 
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of FIM® and EBI scores. The results of these analyses were presented at meetings of the ANQ Rehabili-

tation Quality Committee on 19 March 2015 and on 11 June 2015.  

FIM® and EBI not only have a differing number of response categories, the content-related design of the 

response categories also varies. Ceiling effects tend to occur more frequently in EBI than FIM® (see 

example item “Comprehension”, Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Distribution of response categories for the item “Comprehension” (Data from ANQ: Neurological Rehabil-
itation 2014) 

 

 

Consideration of the operationalisation of individual items with regard to their content suggests that 

low categories are selected less frequently in EBI than in FIM® due to the broadness of definition of its 

intermediate categories. This can be seen in the distribution of individual EBI and FIM® items (see e.g. 

Figure 1). 

As part of the preliminary analyses, FIM® and EBI overall scores were normed on a scale of 0 to 100 

points, in order to evaluate the comparability of the two instruments. This revealed the mean EBI score 

was considerably lower than that of FIM®. These results are consistent with the findings of the KIQ (pre-

decessor of the ANQ) pilot project.  

All preliminary analyses were undertaken using data from the National Rehabilitation Survey, in which 

either FIM® or EBI scores were documented. No data are available for cases in which both instruments 

were simultaneously employed to assess the same rehabilitation patients. In order to compare outcomes 

at clinics irrespective of the instrument used, a validated algorithm that will convert FIM® and EBI values 

to a common ADL score is required. 

A literature search revealed no specific evidence of an existing, scientifically validated form of ADL score 

that would effectively represent a common overall score for both EBI and FIM®. There have only been 

attempts to date to formulate a common motoric score by combining the Barthel index and the FIM® 

motoric sub-category (Nyein et al., 1999; Kwon et al., 2004). In addition, there are studies demonstrating 

a high level of agreement between and/or convertibility of FIM® and Barthel Index (Gosman-Hedstrom, 

Svensson, 2000; Turner Stokes et al., 2010; Prodinger et al., 2017) or that compare the psychometric 

properties of both instruments (Hsueh et al., 2002; Vanbellingen et al., 2016). However, these also do 

not take into account the socio-cognitive items. Another study demonstrates that FIM® and the Barthel 

Index can be assigned to common ICF Core Sets (Grill et al., 2006). 
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There is, therefore, currently no scientifically valid ADL scoring system that can evaluate outcomes from 

clinics employing either FIM® or EBI. For this reason, at the present time there is no feasible and mean-

ingful method to compare outcomes at all rehabilitation clinics dealing with a particular therapeutic 

area independently of the assessment method employed. To date, clinics using FIM® or EBI have been 

assessed separately with regard to quality of outcomes (Brünger et al., 2017). A fair comparison of out-

comes in clinics irrespective of whether they use FIM® or EBI will require the development and empirical 

validation of a novel algorithm that will make it possible to convert FIM® and EBI scores to a common 

ADL score. At its meeting of 11 June 2015, the Rehabilitation Quality Committee decided to implement 

a study to develop a suitable algorithm. The Institute of Medical Sociology and Rehabilitation Science 

at the Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin was subsequently commissioned by ANQ to undertake such 

a study. 

The study’s goal is to develop and verify a valid mapping algorithm that will generate an ADL score that 

will fairly compare outcomes at clinics independently of whether FIM® or EBI are employed.  
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2. Methodology 

2.1. Study design 

The study was divided into several phases:  

Firstly, within the framework of an expert workshop a method was developed to convert FIM® and EBI 

with regard to their content to a common ADL score. Secondly, individual rehabilitation clinics scored 

patients using both FIM® and to EBI so that the conversion algorithm thus generated with regard to 

content could be empirically validated. Thirdly, the algorithm used to convert FIM® and EBI to an ADL 

score based on the results of the study was finalised and a consensus was agreed upon by the partici-

pating experts. Fourthly, a plausibility check of the ADL-conversion algorithm was performed using data 

from the 2015 National Rehabilitation Survey.  

This mixed methods approach, employing qualitative and quantitative methods, makes it possible to 

develop and test a validated conversion algorithm, justified in terms of its content, on the basis of both 

expert opinion and empirical evidence.  

The study was performed in accordance with the ethical principles for medical research stipulated in the 

Declaration of Helsinki. In order to participate in the study, patients and experts were required to provide 

their written informed consent. Study documentation for patients was provided in German, French and 

Italian and, for experts, in German and French. The Ethics Committee of the Canton of Bern (KEK) was 

approached in order to establish its competence with regard to study approval. The KEK stated that it 

was not accountable with regard to study approval. The Data Protection Officers and the Ethics Com-

mittee of the Charité - Universitätsmedizin Berlin approved the study (EA1/218/16). The study was reg-

istered with the international study register of the U.S. National Institutes of Health, ClinicalTrials.gov 

(NCT03233789).  

For reasons of anonymity, the naming of individual persons or rehabilitation clinics was avoided in this 

report. The IDs used for clinics participating in the study differ from those used in the national compar-

ison reports. 

 

2.2. Development of the ADL score 

On 7 April 2016 an all-day expert workshop was held in Bern to formulate a content-related method to 

convert FIM® and EBI results to a novel ADL score. The participants were seven experts who had practical 

experience of the use of FIM® and/or EBI or had appropriate expertise with regard to these instruments 

(Table 1). Relevant professional groups and different institutions from various language regions were 

involved. The workshop was interpreted simultaneously into and from German and French. The Charité 

prepared the programme for the expert workshop, and also moderated it and undertook the necessary 

follow-up. To facilitate evaluation of the expert workshop, the discussion was recorded with a digital 

tape recorder. 
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The aim of the workshop was to examine if and which FIM® and EBI items were compatible in terms of 

content and which response categories of the FIM® and EBI item pairs corresponded in terms of content. 

On this basis, a first algorithm, justified in terms of content, was developed to convert FIM® and EBI 

scores to an ADL score the quality of which could be determined in the subsequent validation study. 

 

Table 1: Participants in the expert workshops 

Name Institution Profession/post 

Mathieu Courcelle Institution de Lavigny Head of Department of Ergotherapy, FIM® trainer 

Claudia Gabriel Lucerne Cantonal Hospital Nursing care expert 

Myrta Kohler Valens Clinics Registered nurse, Head of Nursing Development;  
Institute of Applied Nursing Sciences at the  

St. Gallen University of Applied Sciences 

Julien Moncharmont Lausanne University Hospital Head of Department of Ergotherapy, FIM® trainer 

Anke Steel-Sailer Swiss Paraplegic Centre, Nottwil Senior Consultant for Paraplegiology,  
Head of Research Rehabilitation Quality Management 

Claude Vaney Bern Montana Clinic Senior Consultant for Neurology  

Bernadette Vögele Lucerne Cantonal Hospital Physiotherapist, Head of Ambulant Therapy  
Neurorehabilitation 

 

2.3. Validation of ADL scores 

2.3.1. Study design and data collection 

An observational study was carried out with the aim of validating, and, if required, modifying on the 

basis of empirical evidence the algorithm to convert FIM®/EBI values to an ADL score developed at the 

expert workshop. To achieve this, patients undergoing inpatient neurological rehabilitation were evalu-

ated using both the FIM® and EBI methods. It was decided that evaluations were to be undertaken on 

admission to rehabilitation as the range of variation of functional ability is broader at this point in time 

than at discharge from rehabilitation and fewer ceiling effects occur (Brünger et al., 2017). The National 

Rehabilitation Survey requires that neurological rehabilitation patients must be evaluated using at least 

one of the two instruments (FIM® or EBI) – in other words, only one non-routine instrument was addi-

tionally required for the study. 

Patients were recruited consecutively for the study who were undergoing inpatient neurological reha-

bilitation, were aged 18 years or older, were admitted into one of the study clinics at the beginning of 

January 2016 and who gave their consent to participate in the study either in person or through an 

appointed legal representative. The final study data was collected on 24 February 2017 (Table 2). Inad-

equate language skills (German, French or Italian) were defined as an exclusion criterion in terms of the 

provision of informed consent. As FIM® and EBI scores were both recorded by observers, no added time 

or effort was expected of the study patients. 
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To make the results of the study more widely applicable, a multicentre approach was chosen. Thus, four 

clinics/groups of clinics were recruited at a total of five sites (Table 2). To determine whether there were 

any effects on evaluation processes due to prior experience with using either FIM® or EBI, among the 

four study clinics recruited were some that routinely employed FIM® and one clinic that was using EBI 

in the National Rehabilitation Survey during the study period.  

The aim was to include at least n=198 complete cases/data in the study. This figure was determined on 

the basis of the inter-rater reliability coefficient kappa. This requires a total of at least 2K2 cases, whereby 

K represents the number of levels of function specified for each item (Sim, Wright, 2005). FIM® items 

have 7 response categories, while EBI (and therefore the novel ADL to be developed) has up to 5 possible 

levels of function. The minimum numbers of cases required are thus: FIM®: n=2 x 72=98; both EBI and 

ADL: n=2 x 52=50. In order to preclude the possibility of an insufficient number of values (including data 

from the National Rehabilitation Survey), a figure of 70 cases per clinic (group) was deemed necessary, 

giving a total of n=280 cases. The number of patients finally recruited was n=263, the distribution of 

which among clinics can be seen in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Participating rehabilitation clinics, dates of data collection and number of cases 

Clinic/group of clinics Site FIM®/EBI* 
Data collection 

start 

Data collection fin-

ish 

Number 

of cases 

Clinica Hildebrand  

Centro di riabilitazione 
Brissago TI FIM® 18 Jan. 2016 25 Dec. 2016 70 

Klinik Bethesda Tschugg BE FIM® 16 Feb. 2016 24 Feb. 2017 43 

Valens Clinics Valens SG EBI 27 Jan. 2016 4 Aug. 2016 70 

RehaClinic  
Bad Zurzach AG & 

Kilchberg ZH 

FIM® 

FIM® 

8 Jan. 2016 

8 Jan. 2016 

20 Jun. 2016 

20 Apr. 2016 

31 

49 

* Employed routinely during the study period for the National Rehabilitation Survey 

 

Clinics with personnel that could record functional capacity using both instruments were specifically 

selected for the study. Due to their complexity, the EBI and FIM® instruments require experience and/or 

training in their use. This complexity makes it particularly important that data for both EBI and FIM® are 

collected strictly in accordance with guidelines to ensure their validity (Prosiegel et al., 1996; Uniform 

Data System for Medical Rehabilitation, 2009). All the neurological rehabilitation clinics already employ 

either FIM® or EBI in the framework of the National Rehabilitation Survey and are extremely experienced 

in the use of the instrument they routinely employ. To ensure that all study clinics were able to collect 

valid data using both FIM® and EBI, ANQ offered clinics training for the study in the use of the instrument 

that they were asked to additionally employ.  

To exclude inter-rater effects, FIM® and EBI scores for each patient were recorded by identical person-

nel/teams of personnel. To reduce the dependence of the scores taken on the judgement of individual 
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personnel, at least two different persons in each clinic/group of clinics were involved in evaluating pa-

tients using both FIM® and EBI. Between 3 and 5 persons recorded scores for the study in each 

clinic/group of clinics, a total of 16 individuals. 

In order to generate a valid conversion algorithm for all levels of impairment, those rehabilitation pa-

tients sampled included patients at all levels of impairment. Pre-analysis showed that, in practice and 

depending on the rehabilitation clinic, severely impaired patients were likely to be underrepresented in 

individual clinics (see also Brünger et al., 2017). Recruitment of rehabilitation patients at each clinic was 

therefore stratified according to impairment level. Five impairment levels for FIM® and EBI were there-

fore categorised, each covering a similar range of impairment (FIM®: 21-22 points, EBI: 13 points). In 

each participating clinic the aim was to recruit n=14 rehabilitation patients from each impairment cate-

gory. Assignment to impairment categories was made on the basis of scores on admission to rehabili-

tation. In clinics routinely employing FIM®, these scores were recorded using FIM®, and for EBI clinics, 

using EBI (Table 3). 

Table 3: Impairment categories in FIM®/EBI and the target number of cases per clinic 

Category 

(Impairment) 

FIM® points 

18 - 126 

EBI points 

  0 - 64 

Recruitment 

n per clinic 

1 (high) 18 - 38   0 - 12 14 

2 39 - 60 13 - 25 14 

3 61 - 82 26 - 38 14 

4 83 - 104 39 - 51 14 

5 (low) 105 - 126 52 - 64 14 

 

The study data were sent regularly by the study clinics to the Charité at intervals of approximately two 

to three months. This made it possible to check the completeness of the data at the time it was being 

collected, perform plausibility analyses and provide study clinics with feedback on the data being deliv-

ered. The study clinics were informed if data was identified that seemed implausible. In such cases, the 

data were corrected to ensure FIM® and EBI were correctly documented, as per the procedural handbook 

(Menzi et al., 2017) and the manuals for FIM® (Uniform Data System for Medical Rehabilitation, 2009) 

and for EBI (Prosiegel et al., 1996).  

The study data were linked with the routinely collected data from the National Rehabilitation Survey by 

means of a case identification number (CID). The survey data were sent to the Charité biannually at set 

dates (28 February and 31 August) (Charité - Universitätsmedizin Berlin, 2017). This included the mini-

mum data required by the Swiss Federal Statistical Office (SFSO) in the form of socio-demographic in-

formation such as gender, age, nationality and insurance status; and information on rehabilitation such 

as primary and secondary diagnoses and duration of rehabilitation treatment (Bundesamt für Statistik, 
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2016). In addition, any co-morbidity was also recorded on admission to rehabilitation using the Cumu-

lative Illness Rating Scale (CIRS) (Linn et al., 1968). Depending on the clinic, FIM® or EBI scores were also 

recorded on discharge from rehabilitation. Detailed information on the data collected in the National 

Rehabilitation Survey is included in the procedural handbook (Menzi et al., 2017). 

 

2.3.2. Data analysis 

After all data had been sent and checked for plausibility, an analysis was performed at the level of indi-

vidual items and/or item pairs and at the level of the ADL score – calculated on the basis of FIM® and/or 

EBI, in order to validate the mapping algorithm developed at the expert workshop. Beforehand, a de-

scription of the sample population was prepared. 

The responses for the FIM® and EBI item pairs were represented in graph form as “transition plots”. Each 

FIM® response category (a total of 7 possible categories) and each EBI response category (a total of 3–

5 categories per item) is represented by a column. The length of the column indicates the frequency of 

the particular response category in the sample population. The FIM® and EBI columns are linked by 

arrows, indicating which EBI category/ies were selected in the presence of a given FIM® category. The 

thickness of the arrows represents the frequency of each combination of a FIM® and an EBI response 

category. The more frequently an EBI category was selected in combination with a particular FIM® cate-

gory, the thicker the arrow.  

A second type of graph employed takes the form of scatter plots, which in this case show the ADL score 

calculated on the basis of FIM® score on the y-axis and the ADL score calculated on the basis of EDI 

score on the x-axis. Each point represents a patient’s two ADL scores (calculated on the basis of FIM® 

and EBI scores). Ideally, all the points would lie on the straight black line from 0 to 4 (ADL score range 

at item level) on both axes, with a gradient of 1. The actual regression curve is shown in blue. The addi-

tional red regression curve was generated using the LOWESS (locally weighted scatter plot smoothing) 

method (Cleveland, 1979). This represents an alternative way of modelling the data, which – in simple 

terms – calculates an individual slope for each point to obtain the regression curve. The LOWESS curve 

can, therefore, deviate from a straight line and is instead curved with a varying gradient along its course. 

If the ADL scores from FIM® and from EBI were to perfectly agree, this red line would also be a straight 

line from 0 to 4 with a gradient of 1. 

In addition to the representation of the results in graph form, levels of agreement with ADL scores 

(calculated on the basis of FIM® and EBI scores) were determined for each mapped pair of corresponding 

FIM® and EBI items. These included the percentage agreement of the ADL scores calculated on the basis 

of FIM® and EBI scores, the level of agreement per the kappa (κ) coefficient, the correlation per 

Spearman's rank correlation coefficient (rs) and the difference in points between the mean ADL scores 

calculated on the basis of FIM® and EBI scores.  

The percentage agreement can be in the range 0% to 100%. The higher the value, the better the agree-

ment. The results for Cohen’s kappa are in a range 0 to 1. Values for kappa of 0.41–0.60 can be inter-

preted as moderate agreement, while values of 0.61–0.80 indicate close agreement, and values of 0.81–
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1.00 represent (almost) perfect agreement (Landis, Koch, 1977). This report details weighted kappa val-

ues (Cohen, 1968). To take into account items on an ordinal scale, the square of the difference between 

both assessed variables is employed. The result for Spearman's rank correlation is always in the range -

1 to +1; in this case, 0 indicates no linear correlation, -1 indicates perfect negative correlation and +1 

indicates perfect positive linear correlation between the ADL scores and the underlying FIM® scores and 

ADL scores and underlying EBI scores. 

At item level in this study, ADL scores obtained on the basis of FIM® and EBI scores can differ by -4 to 

+4 points (ADL score level -60 to +60); in the ideal case, the difference would be 0 points. 

If various ways of mapping response categories were proposed for individual item pairs at the expert 

workshop, such values were calculated, and scatter plots were generated for each variant (labelled “Ex-

pert workshop variant 1”, “Expert workshop variant 2” etc.). If the data indicated that other content-

related mappings of response categories seemed to fit better (See Results section 3.2), levels of agree-

ment were also reported for the alternative conversion algorithms (labelled “validation study”).  

At the scale level, a scatter plot with regression curves was also generated. The closer the regression 

curve to the ideal black line from 0 to 60 (ADL score range) with a gradient of 1, the closer is the agree-

ment between the ADL score and the underlying FIM® score and the ADL score and the underlying EBI 

score. For purposes of comparison, the conversion algorithm from the first expert workshop and the 

algorithm agreed upon at the consensus workshop are shown. 

Figures for the three variants are given in the tables showing the percentage agreement, the weighted 

kappa value, the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), Spearman's rank correlation coefficient, the gra-

dient of the regression curves and the adjusted coefficient of determination R2. The ICC is, in the same 

way as the kappa coefficient, a measure of reliability, with a value between -1 and +1. It is particularly 

well suited to assessing the level of agreement between (quasi-)interval-scaled instruments, in this case 

the agreement between ADL scores and the underlying FIM® and EBI scores. ICC was calculated using 

the “absolute agreement” method. This represents the more stringent assessment variable. The coeffi-

cient of determination R2 can be interpreted as the quality of the prediction of the reliability of the ADL 

score calculated on the basis of the FIM® score or EBI score (and vice versa); the resultant value is in the 

range 0 to 1. The higher the value of R2, the better the quality of the prediction. Adjusted R2 takes into 

account the number of independent variables.  

In addition, the difference in the mean values of the ADL scores calculated on the basis of the FIM® and 

EBI scores was calculated. This difference was statistically analysed by parameters using the t-test for 

dependent samples.  

 

2.4. Expert consensus on the ADL score 

The results of the validation study were presented at a second half-day expert workshop in Bern on 28 

March 2017. With one exception due to timetabling difficulties, the same experts were present (compare 

Table 1). Some of the mapping proposals made by the experts were revised based on the empirical data 

and the Charité presented these new proposals for discussion. All item pairs and response category 
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mappings were discussed, some of the classifications slightly modified in view of the empirical results 

and due to content-related considerations, and a final consensus agreement was reached on the con-

version algorithm for each of the 15 item pairs.  

All analyses were then performed once again for the final conversion algorithm agreed by consensus 

using the same procedure described in section 2.3.2 (labelled “Consensus-agreed conversion algo-

rithm”).  

 

2.5. Plausibility check of the ADL score 

Finally, the algorithm agreed by consensus was applied to the neurological data of the 2015 National 

Rehabilitation Survey.  

To begin with, the non-adjusted mean FIM®, EBI and ADL scores for each clinic on admission to and 

discharge from rehabilitation were plotted on an error bar chart with confidence intervals of 95%. The 

dashed lines show the mean value for all clinics on admission to and discharge from rehabilitation.  

In addition, a risk-adjusted evaluation was performed. This was done by generating three separate linear 

regressions respectively for FIM®, EBI and ADL scores at discharge from rehabilitation as the depend-

ent/outcome variable. The independent/predictor variables, taking into account the patient structure at 

the individual clinics, included the confounders and the scores for the outcome variable at admission 

(Table 4). This methodological approach to compare outcomes is also cited in the national comparison 

report (Brünger et al., 2017).  

Table 4: Confounders and data sources 

Confounders Data sources 

Gender  

 

 

 

SFSO statistics: minimum data  

Age 

Nationality 

Principal diagnosis per ICD-10 (dis-

charge) 

Duration of treatment 

Insurance status  

Principal cost carrier 

Place of residence before admission 

Place of residence after discharge 

Baseline status: level of impairment on 

admission (t1) 

FIM®, EBI or ADL score on admission calculated from FIM® or EBI 

 

Co-morbidity CIRS: Cumulative Illness Rating Scale  

 

 

As in the national comparison reports, funnel plots are employed as visual tools. For each clinic, the 

mean of the standardised residuals is plotted against the number of cases employed in the analysis for 
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each clinic. In this way, all possible relationships between outcomes and clinic sizes are presented. Clinics 

with significantly better outcomes appear above the upper confidence interval of the total mean value 

(represented by grey triangles). Clinics whose scores were significantly lower than the risk-adjusted ex-

pected values appear below the lower confidence interval (represented by grey squares). Clinics with 

outcomes that would be expected in view of the case mix are represented by plain circles. Clinics with 

less than 50 scorable cases are represented by crossed circles (Brünger et al., 2017). 

The descriptive results, both in the form of error bar charts and funnel plots, allow scores to be com-

pared: on the one hand ADL scores, and on the other, FIM® and EBI scores. It must be stated that the 

comparability is limited as the basis for comparison is different in each case. Comparing quality of out-

come on the basis of ADL scores makes possible a comparison of a clinic with all the other clinics in-

volved in the particular therapeutic area. Comparing outcomes on the basis of the FIM® scores, on the 

other hand, only makes possible a comparison of a clinic with other clinics employing FIM®. This is also 

the case for EBI. Assuming the clinics using EBI or FIM® are systematically different in terms of their 

patient structure and also in terms of changes to outcome indicators from admission to discharge, this 

can lead to different results for individual clinics, depending on whether ADL scores or FIM®/EBI overall 

scores are employed at discharge. Divergent results are more likely for clinics using the instrument that 

is used in fewer cases in a given therapeutic area (for all three areas – neurological rehabilitation, mus-

culoskeletal rehabilitation, and other rehabilitation programmes – this is currently EBI). 

It should be noted that the analyses of data from the National Rehabilitation Survey in this report were 

only performed in order to verify the plausibility of the ADL conversion algorithm. The final outcome 

quality comparisons for 2016 are expected to be published in the national comparison reports at the 

end of 2018. 
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3. Results 

3.1. Development of an ADL score: expert workshop  

It was first discussed which EBI items corresponded in terms of content with which FIM® items. This led 

to a consensus that the mapping as depicted in Table 5 might be a feasible option. One point of note is 

that three EBI items are each mapped to two FIM® items. EBI item 3 (Dressing) is mapped to FIM® items 

D (Dressing upper body) and E (Dressing lower body). EBI item 4 (Bathing/showering/taking a complete 

sponge bath) were mapped to FIM® items C (Bathing) and K (Transfer to shower/tub).  In addition, EBI 

item 8 (Getting on and off toilet) and FIM® items F (Toileting) and J (Transfer to toilet) correspond.  No 

FIM® item could be mapped to EBI item 16 (Spatial neglect). In contrast, all FIM® items could be mapped 

to an EBI item, yielding a total of 15 FIM®-EBI item pairs. 

 

Table 5: Mapping the individual EBI and FIM® items. 
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The second task was to discuss for each item pair which FIM® and EBI response categories were congru-

ent in terms of content and could thus be transferred to a common ADL item. Several variants per item 

pair were sometimes developed by the experts. As FIM®, with 7 possible response categories, is more 

differentiated than EBI, with 3 to 5 response categories, FIM® response categories were mapped to cor-

responding EBI response categories (and not vice versa). At the item level, ADL is scored on a range 

from 0 (lowest functional capacity) to 4 points (greatest functional capacity). Like EBI, up to 5 levels of 

function are specified for each ADL item (possible scores 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 – whereby only the levels 0, 2 

and 4 exist for all items). On the basis of 15 FIM®-EBI item pairs, this means that, in total, ADL has a score 

range of 0 to 60 points. 

Detailed below are the conversion algorithms proposed by the experts, sometimes with several variants, 

for each item pair. 

 

Item 1: Eating and drinking 

For item pair 1, “Eating and drinking”, the experts proposed two variants for how the FIM® and EBI 

response categories could be converted into a novel ADL score. As shown in Table 6, there are only four 

response categories in EBI (category 1 does not exist), which need to be mapped to 7 categories in FIM®. 

As is standard practice in the case of FIM®, a score in categories 1 to 5 indicates how much assistance a 

patient requires from another person, while a score in categories 6 and 7 indicates how well a patient 

can perform an activity without a helper.  

 
Table 6: ADL item 1 Eating and drinking: Comparison of EBI item 1 and FIM® item A 
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Variant 1. As shown in Table 7, the experts proposed for this variant that the FIM® response categories 

“Total assistance” and “Maximal assistance” when eating and drinking should be considered equivalent 

to EBI category “Unable”. In addition, the FIM® categories “Moderate assistance”, “Minimal contact as-

sistance” and “Supervision/setup” were seen as equivalent to the EBI category “Food must be prepared”. 

In this variant, the EBI category “Feeding alone possible (without preparation) using auxiliary aids” is 

considered equivalent to the FIM® category “Modified independence”. EBI “Independent” and FIM® 

“Complete independence” represent the category of greatest capacity.  

 

Table 7: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts – variant 1. 

 

   

Variant 2. As shown in Table 8, in this variant the lowest EBI category (“Unable”) corresponds to the 

lowest four FIM® categories (“Total assistance” though to “Minimum assistance”). The fifth category in 

FIM® (“Supervision/setup”) corresponds in this case to EBI category 2, “Food must be prepared”. EBI 

category 3 “Feeding alone possible using auxiliary aids” in this variant has no corresponding category 

in FIM®; in other words, a score of 3 can only be selected in ADL if this is based on an EBI score. “Modified 

independence” and “Complete independence” in FIM® are equivalent to the EBI category of greatest 

capacity “Independent”. 

 

Table 8: Item 1: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts – variant 2. 

 

 

EBI 1 ADL FIM® A

1

2

3

4

5

3 3 6

4 4 7

Expert workshop variant 1 

0 0

2 2

EBI 1 ADL FIM® A

1

2

3

4

2 2 5

3 3

4 4 6, 7

0 0

Expert workshop variant 2
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Item 2: Personal hygiene 

For item pair 2, “Personal hygiene”, the experts proposed three variants for how the FIM® and EBI re-

sponse categories could be converted to a novel ADL score. As shown in Table 9, for this item pair there 

are 7 response categories in FIM® that need to be mapped to four response categories in EBI.  

 

Table 9: ADL item 2 Personal hygiene: Comparison of EBI item 2 and FIM® item B 

 

 

Variant 1: As Table 10 shows, in this proposed variant the lowest EBI category (“Unable”) corresponds to 

the lowest FIM® category “Total assistance (patient can manage less than 25% and requires assistance 

by a helper)”. The EBI response “Needs assistance by a helper with some but not all activities” is consid-

ered to correspond to FIM® categories “Maximal assistance” and “Moderate assistance”. “Needs some 

help” is mapped to FIM® categories “Minimal contact assistance” and “Supervision/setup”. “Personal 

hygiene alone using auxiliary aids possible” is considered to correspond to the FIM® category “Modified 

independence” and “Independent” to the FIM® category “Complete independence”. 
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Table 10: Item 2: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts – variant 1 

 

 

Variant 2: As shown in Table 11, the lowest EBI category “Unable” in this variant is mapped to the two 

lowest FIM® categories “Total assistance” and “Maximal assistance”. The EBI response “Needs assistance 

by a helper with some but not with all activities” is considered to correspond to FIM® categories “Mod-

erate assistance” and “Minimal contact assistance”. “Needs some help” is considered to correspond to 

the FIM® category “Supervision/setup”. As in variant 1, the EBI category “Personal hygiene alone possible 

using auxiliary aids” is mapped to the FIM® category “Modified independence”, while the EBI category 

“Independent” corresponds to the FIM® category “Complete independence”. 

 

Table 11: Item 2: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts – variant 2 

 

 

Variant 3: As shown in Table 12, the lowest EBI category “Unable” is mapped to the lowest FIM® category 

“Total assistance”. The EBI response “Needs assistance by a helper with some but not with all activities” 

is considered to correspond to the FIM® category “Maximal assistance”. The EBI category “Needs some 

help” is mapped to FIM® categories “Moderate assistance”, “Minimal contact assistance” and “Supervi-

sion/setup”. In this variant there is no ADL category 3, and therefore the EBI category “Personal hygiene 

alone possible using auxiliary aids” and “Independent” correspond to FIM® categories “Modified inde-

pendence” and “Complete independence”.  

EBI 2 ADL FIM® B

0 0 1

2

3

4

5

3 3 6

4 4 7

Expert workshop variant 1

1 1

2 2

EBI 2 ADL FIM® B

1

2

3

4

2 2 5

3 3 6

4 4 7

Expert workshop variant 2

00

1 1
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Table 12: Item 2: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts – variant 3 

 

 

Item 3: Dressing and undressing 

As seen in Table 13, in the third ADL item the seven FIM® response categories are mapped to the four 

possible responses in EBI (category 3 does not exist). In addition, mapping from FIM® involves two items: 

D. “Dressing upper body” and E. “Dressing lower body”. In total, the experts proposed four variants. On 

the one hand, they proposed two differing mappings of the categories. On the other, they recommended 

that the two FIM® items be taken into account either by employing the mean score of both items or the 

lower of the two scores.  

 

Table 13: ADL item 3 – Dressing and undressing: Comparison of EBI item 3 and FIM® items D and E 

 

 

EBI 2 ADL FIM® B

0 0 1

1 1 2

3

4

5

3 6

4 7
4

2 2

Expert workshop variant 3
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Variant 1: As shown in Table 14, in this variant the lowest EBI category “Unable” is mapped to the lowest 

FIM® category “Total assistance”. The EBI response “Needs help when dressing and undressing for most 

but not all clothing” is considered to correspond to FIM® categories “Maximal assistance” and “Moderate 

assistance”. The EBI category “Needs help with only with a few procedures” is mapped to FIM® categories 

“Minimal contact assistance” and “Supervision/setup”. The best EBI category “Independent” is consid-

ered to correspond to FIM® categories “Modified” and “Complete independence”. The experts also pro-

posed two subvariant mappings of the FIM® categories:  

Variant 1A: The lower of the two values for item D and item E should be employed.  

Variant 1B: The mean score should be employed, rounded down if the value is not a whole number.  

Table 14: Item 3: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts – variant 1 

 

Variant 2: Table 15 shows that in this variant the lowest EBI category “Unable” should correspond to an 

ADL score, but does not, however, correspond to an FIM® response category. Both of the lowest FIM® 

categories, “Total assistance” and “Maximal assistance”, are considered to correspond to EBI category 

“Needs help when dressing and undressing for most but not all clothing”. The EBI category “Needs help 

with only a few procedures” is mapped to FIM® categories “Moderate assistance”, “Minimal contact as-

sistance” and “Supervision/setup”. The best EBI category “Independent” is considered to correspond to 

the FIM® categories “Modified independence” and “Complete independence”. As in the case of variant 

1, the experts proposed two subvariant mappings of the FIM® categories:  

Variant 2A: The lower of the two values for item D and item E should be employed.  

Variant 2B: The mean score should be employed, rounded down if the value is not a whole number.  

 

EBI 3 ADL FIM® D+E*

0 0 1

2

3

4

5

6

7
* Variant 1A: lower o f the scores for D and E 

* Variant 1B: mean score of D and E (rounded down, if not 

a whole number)

4 4

Expert workshop variant 1

1 1

2 2
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Table 15: Item 3: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts – variant 2 

 

Item 4: Bathing/showering/taking a complete sponge bath 

The experts proposed two variants for mapping the item “Bathing/showering/taking a complete sponge 

bath”. As FIM® is mapped from two items (items C and K), employing either the lowest value for mapping 

or the rounded-down mean score was proposed. The seven response categories in FIM® need to be 

mapped to five EBI response categories (Table 16). 

 

Table 16: ADL item 4 – Bathing/showering/taking a complete sponge bath: Comparison of EBI item 4 and FIM® 
items C and K 
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Variant 1: As shown in Table 17, in this variant the lowest EBI category “Unable” is mapped to the lowest 

two FIM® categories “Total assistance” and “Maximal assistance”. The EBI response “Needs assistance by 

a helper with some but not with all activities” is considered to correspond to the FIM® category “Mod-

erate assistance”. In this variant, the EBI category “Needs some help” is mapped to FIM® categories 

“Minimal contact assistance” and “Supervision/setup”. The EBI category “Auxiliary aid required” is con-

sidered to correspond to the FIM® category “Modified independence (using auxiliary aids)”, while the 

EBI response category “Independent” corresponds to the FIM® response category “Complete independ-

ence”. The experts also proposed two subvariant mappings of the FIM® categories.  

Variant 1A: The lower of the two values for item C and item K should be employed.  

Variant 1B: The mean score of FIM® items C and K should be employed, rounded down if the value is 

not a whole number.  

 

 

 

Table 17: Item 4: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts – variant 1 

 

 

Variant 2: As shown in Table 18, in this variant the lowest EBI category “Unable” is to be mapped to the 

lowest two FIM® categories “Total assistance” and “Maximal assistance”. The EBI response categories 

“Needs assistance by a helper with some but not with all activities” is considered to correspond to FIM® 

categories “Moderate assistance” and “Minimal contact assistance”. In this variant, the EBI category 

“Needs some help” is mapped to FIM® category “Supervision/setup”. The EBI category “Auxiliary aid 

required” is considered to correspond to the FIM® category “Modified independence (using auxiliary 

aids)”, while the EBI response category “Independent” corresponds to the FIM® response category “Com-

plete independence”. The experts also proposed two subvariant mappings of the FIM® categories:  

Variant 2A: The lower of the two values for item C and item K should be employed.  

Variant 2B: The mean score of FIM® items C and K should be employed, rounded down if the value is 

not a whole number.  

 

EBI 4 ADL FIM® C+K*

1

2

1 1 3

4

5

3 3 6

4 4 7
* Variant 1A: lower o f the scores for C and K

* Variant 1B: mean score of C and K (rounded down if not 

a whole number)

Expert workshop variant 1

2 2

0 0
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Table 18: Item 4: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts – variant 2 

 

Item 5: Bed to chair/wheelchair transfer 

For item pair 5, “Bed to chair/wheelchair transfer” seven FIM® categories need to be mapped to four EBI 

categories, as EBI category 3 does not exist (Table 19). 

At the expert workshop, after a fair amount of discussion the mapping given in Table 20 was proposed: 

the EBI category “Unable” should correspond to the FIM® categories “Total assistance” and “Maximal 

assistance”. It was also suggested that the FIM® responses “Moderate assistance” and “Minimal contact 

assistance” should correspond to “Needs assistance by a helper with some but not all activities”. The 

FIM® category “Supervision/setup” corresponds to the EBI category “No direct help required, but re-

minders/prompts/supervision for some activities”. The highest EBI response category, “Independent”, 

corresponds to the upper two FIM® response categories “Modified independence” and “Complete inde-

pendence”. 

 

EBI 4 ADL FIM® C+K*

1

2

3

4

2 2 5

3 3 6

4 4 7
* Variant 2A: lower o f the scores for C and K 

* Variant 2B: mean score of C and K (rounded down if not 

a whole number)

Expert workshop variant 2

0 0

1 1
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Table 19: ADL item 5 – Bed to chair/wheelchair transfer: Comparison of EBI item 5 and FIM® item I 

 

 

Table 20: Item 5: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts 

 

 

Item 6: Locomotion 

For item pair 6 “Locomotion”, the experts proposed one variant for how the FIM® and EBI response 

categories be converted to the novel ADL score. As detailed in Table 21, the five response categories in 

EBI are to be mapped to seven FIM® categories. As is standard practice in the case of FIM®, a score in 

categories 1 to 5 indicates how much assistance a patient requires from another person, while a score 

in categories 6 and 7 indicates how well a patient can perform an activity without a helper. Furthermore, 

for this item an additional item needs to be determined: whether rehabilitation patients are mobile using 

only a wheelchair or both walk and use a wheelchair.  

 

EBI 5 ADL FIM® I

1

2

3

4

2 2 5

6

7
4 4

Expert workshop

0 0

1 1
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Table 21: ADL item 6 – Locomotion: Comparison of EBI item 6 and FIM® item L 

 

 

As displayed in Table 22, the experts proposed two mapping variants, depending on whether the patient 

walks or uses a wheelchair. If the additional item “Both” is selected, the patient is scored as if the re-

sponse was “Walks”. Patients in a wheelchair can receive a maximum ADL score of 2, as can be seen in 

the right-hand section of the table, while patients who can walk can score up to 4 points.  

The lower two ADL categories, 0 and 1, are allocated independently of the additional item: in the lowest 

ADL category, the EBI category “Unable” corresponds to the FIM® categories “Total assistance” and 

“Maximal assistance”, while in the next highest EBI category, “Requires a wheelchair or rollator, which 

can be operated independently for the most part”, corresponds to the FIM categories “Moderate assis-

tance” and “Minimal contact assistance”. If “Walks” is selected for the additional item, the EBI category 

“Can walk independently for short distances (<50 m) without helper or handrails” corresponds to the 

FIM category “Supervision”. Furthermore, the experts proposed that the EBI category “Can walk inde-

pendently for short distances (<50 m) without helper or handrails” correspond to FIM® category “Mod-

ified independence”. Finally, the best EBI category “Can walk independently, even for long distances” is 

to correspond to the FIM category “Complete independence”.  
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If “Wheelchair” is selected for the additional item, the highest ADL category is 2. This corresponds to the 

EBI category “Can walk independently for short distances (<50 m) and, in FIM®, the categories “Super-

vision/setup” and “Modified independence”. EBI categories 3 and 4 and FIM® category 7 have been 

completely deleted in the case of this variant.  

 

Table 22: Item 6: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts for “Walks” and “Wheelchair” 

 

 

Item 7: Stairs 

For item pair 7, “Stairs”, the experts proposed one variant for how the FIM® and EBI response categories 

be converted to the novel ADL score. As detailed in Table 23, the four response categories in EBI are to 

be mapped to seven FIM® categories. Response category 3 in EBI does not exist. As usual in FIM®, cate-

gories 1 to 5 concern how much assistance a patient requires from another person, while a score in 

categories 6 and 7 indicates a patient can perform an activity without a helper. 

 

 

EBI 6 Gehen FIM® L EBI 6 ADL FIM® L

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

2 2 5 5

3 3 6 6

4 4 7

1 1

Expert workshop variant 

Walking 

0 0

Expert workshop variant       

Wheelchair

0 0

1 1

2 2
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Table 23: ADL item 7 – Stairs: Comparison of EBI item 7 and FIM® item M 

 

 

In the experts’ proposal (see Table 24), the lowest EBI category “Unable” corresponds to the lowest FIM® 

category “Total assistance”. If “Possible, but only with significant assistance by a helper (e.g. help in 

lifting a leg)” is selected in the EBI item “Moving up and down stairs”, this should correspond to FIM® 

“Maximal assistance” and “Moderate assistance”. It was also proposed that the EBI category “Possible, 

but only with some assistance or supervision by a helper” be mapped to the FIM® categories “Minimal 

contact assistance” and “Supervision”. For the EBI item “Moving up and down stairs”, the optimal cate-

gory “Possible independently” is to correspond to the FIM® response categories “Complete independ-

ence” and “Modified independence”.  

 

Table 24: Item 7: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts 

 

EBI 7 ADL FIM® M

0 0 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Expert workshop

2

1 1

2

4 4
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Item 8: Toilet use 

For item pair 8, “Toilet use”, the experts proposed one variant for how the FIM® and EBI response cate-

gories be converted into the novel ADL score. As detailed in Table 25, the four response categories in 

EBI are to be mapped to seven FIM® categories (EBI category 3 does not exist). As is standard practice 

in the case of FIM®, a score in categories 1 to 5 indicates how much assistance a patient requires from 

another person, while a score in categories 6 and 7 indicates how well a patient can perform an activity 

without a helper. The FIM® score is determined by two FIM® items: item F “Toileting” and item J “Transfer 

to toilet”. 

 

Table 25: ADL item 8 – Toilet use: Comparison of EBI item 8 and FIM® items F and J 

 

 

Table 26 details how the experts proposed EBI and FIM® items are to be converted to a common ADL 

score. If “Toilet use” in EBI has been categorised as “Unable”, this should correspond to the two lowest 

FIM® categories “Total assistance” and “Maximal assistance”. The EBI category “Needs assistance by a 

helper with some but not all activities” was mapped by the experts to the FIM® categories “Moderate 

assistance” and “Minimal contact assistance”. The EBI category “No direct help required, but remind-

ers/prompts/supervision for some activities” is considered to correspond to the FIM® response category 

“Supervision/setup”. If the highest EBI category, “Independent/independence in this activity not required 

(use of nappies/suprapubic catheter/indwelling catheter)”, is selected, this corresponds to FIM® catego-

ries “Modified independence” and “Complete independence”. An exception is made in this category 

however: patients who do not need to go to the toilet because they employ nappies or catheters are 
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mapped to the lowest ADL category, 0. It is assumed any patient who cannot walk (EBI item 6 = 0) or 

move from a wheelchair into bed (EBI item 5 = 0) will also require a catheter or nappies. This takes into 

account the different approaches of FIM® and EBI. 

 

Table 26: Item 8: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts 

 

Item 9: Bowel management 

For item pair 9, “Bowel management”, the experts proposed two variants for how the FIM® and EBI 

response categories could be converted to a novel ADL score. As shown in Table 27, there are four 

response categories in EBI (category 1 does not exist), which need to be mapped to seven categories in 

FIM®. As is standard practice in the case of FIM®, a score in categories 1 to 5 indicates how much assis-

tance a patient requires from another person, while a score in categories 6 and 7 indicates how well a 

patient can perform an activity without a helper.  

 

EBI 8 ADL FIM® F+J*

1

2

3

4

2 2 5

6

7
* Variant 1A: lower o f the two values for F and J

* Variant 1B: M ean score of F and J (rounded down if not 

a whole number)

** If EBI 5 (Bed to  chair/wheelchair transfer) and EBI item 

6 (Locomotion) are each scored as "0", the ADL score 

“ 4”  for item 8 is revised to  "0".

Expert workshop

0 0

1 1

4 4 (0**)
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Table 27: ADL item 9 – Bowel management: Comparison of EBI item 9 and FIM® item H 

 

 

Variant 1: As presented in Table 28, the experts proposed for this variant that the FIM® response cate-

gories “Total assistance” and “Maximal assistance” were equivalent to EBI category “Unable”. The FIM® 

categories “Moderate assistance” and “Minimal contact assistance” were mapped to the EBI category 

“Occasional episodes of incontinence”. The EBI category “Impaired bowel control, patient can change 

nappies without assistance however, clean themselves or take measures themselves to regulate bowel 

movement” is considered in this variant to correspond to the FIM® categories “Supervision/setup” and 

“Modified independence”. The EBI response “Normal bowel control” and the FIM® response “Total inde-

pendence” are the corresponding highest categories.  

 

  

Table 28: Item 9: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts – variant 1 

 

EBI 9 ADL FIM® H

1

2

3

4

5

6

4 4 7

Expert workshop - variant 1

0 0

2 2

3 3
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Variant 2. As can be seen in Table 29, in variant 2 FIM® and EBI responses were mapped into broader 

categories, leaving only three possible scores in ADL. In this variant, the lowest EBI category (“Unable”) 

corresponds to three FIM® categories (“Total assistance” though to “Moderate assistance”). The fourth 

FIM® category, “Minimal contact assistance”, corresponds here to EBI category 2, “Occasional episodes 

of incontinence”. The remaining three FIM® categories are mapped to the two highest EBI categories 

and receive an ADL score of 4. 

 

Table 29: Item 9: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts – variant 2 

 

 

Item 10: Bladder management 

For item pair 10, “Bladder management”, seven FIM® categories need to be mapped to four EBI catego-

ries. EBI category 2 does not exist (Table 30). 

As can be seen in Table 31, the experts proposed the FIM® response categories “Total assistance” and 

“Maximal assistance” be mapped to EBI categories “Complete or very frequent incontinence (several 

times daily) and unable to change own nappies”. The FIM® categories “Moderate assistance”, “Minimal 

contact assistance” and “Supervision/setup” were mapped to EBI category “Incomplete incontinence”. 

The EBI category “Complete or incomplete incontinence, requires no further assistance however” corre-

sponds to the FIM® category “Modified independence”. The best EBI response option “Normal urinary 

continence” and the FIM® response “Complete independence” represent the highest category in ADL. 
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Table 30: ADL item 10 – Bladder management: Comparison of EBI item 10 and FIM® item G 

 

 

Table 31: Item 10: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts 

 

 

Item 11: Comprehension 

For item pair 11, “Comprehension”, the experts proposed two variants for how the FIM® and EBI response 

categories could be converted into a novel ADL score. As detailed in Table 32, the four response cate-

gories in EBI are to be mapped to seven FIM® categories. For this item, an additional item also docu-

ments whether comprehension refers to “Auditory”, “Visual” or “Both”.  
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Table 32: ADL item 11 – Comprehension: Comparison of EBI item 11 and FIM® item N 

 

 

Variant 1. As presented in Table 33, the experts proposed for this variant that the FIM® response category 

“Total assistance” was equivalent to EBI category “Unable”. The FIM® categories “Maximal prompting”,” 

Moderate prompting” and “Minimal prompting” were mapped to the EBI category “Comprehends simple 

instructions”. The EBI category “Comprehends complex facts and issues” in this variant is considered to 

be equivalent to the FIM® category “Standby prompting”. The EBI category “Normal comprehension” 

and the FIM® categories “Modified independence” and “Complete independence” represent the highest 

category in ADL.  
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Table 33: Item 11: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts – variant 1 

 

 

Variant 2. As can be seen in table 34, in variant 2 the FIM® response category “Total assistance” was also 

mapped to the EBI category “Unable”. In contrast to variant 1, in this case the EBI category “Compre-

hends simple instructions” corresponds to the four FIM® categories “Maximal prompting” through to 

“Standby prompting”. The sixth category in FIM®, “Modified independence”, corresponds to category 3 

in EBI, “Comprehends complex facts and issues”. Finally, the highest FIM® category, “Complete inde-

pendence”, is mapped to the highest EBI category, “Normal comprehension”. 

 

Table 34: Item 11: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts – variant 2 

 

 

Item 12: Expression 

For item pair 12, “Expression”, the experts proposed two variants for how the FIM® and EBI response 

categories could be converted to a novel ADL score. As detailed in Table 35, the four response categories 

in EBI are to be mapped to seven FIM® categories. Similar to “Comprehension”, for this FIM® item an 

additional item documents whether the expression is “Vocal”, “Nonvocal” or “Both”.  
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Table 35: ADL item 12 – Expression: Comparison of EBI item 12 and FIM® item O 

 

 

Variant 1. As shown in Table 36, the experts proposed for this variant that the FIM® response category 

“Total assistance” was equivalent to EBI category “Can never, or almost never, express him-/herself”. The 

four FIM® categories “Maximal”, “Moderate”, “Minimal prompting” and “Standby prompting” were 

mapped to EBI category “Can only express simple, every-day facts and issues (e.g. hunger, thirst)”. The 

EBI category “Can express him-/herself regarding almost everything, but only using auxiliary aids” is 

considered equivalent to the FIM® category “Modified independence”. Finally, the highest EBI category 

“Can express him-/herself regarding almost everything without using aids” and the highest FIM® cate-

gory “Complete independence” were mapped together.  
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Table 36: Item 12: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts – variant 1 

 

 

Variant 2. As can be seen in Table 37, in variant 2 FIM® and EBI responses were mapped in broader 

categories, leaving only three possible scores in ADL. In this variant, the lowest EBI category, “Can almost 

never express him-/herself”, corresponds to the two FIM® categories “Total assistance” and “Maximal 

prompting”. The FIM® categories “Moderate prompting”, “Minimal prompting” and “Standby prompting” 

correspond to EBI category 1, “Can only express simple, every-day facts and issues (e.g. hunger, thirst)”. 

The remaining two FIM® categories are mapped to the two highest EBI categories and receive an ADL 

score of 4. 

 

Table 37: Item 12: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts – variant 2 

 

 

Item 13: Social interaction 

There are only three EBI levels of function for item pair 13 “Social interaction”; “Is always or almost always 

uncooperative”, “Is occasionally uncooperative, distanced or withdrawn” and “Normal social interaction” 

(Table 38).  
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Table 38: ADL item 13 – Social interaction: Comparison of EBI item 13 and FIM® item P 

 

 

As presented in Table 39, the experts proposed that the FIM® response categories “Total assistance” and 

“Maximal direction” were equivalent to EBI category “Is always or almost always uncooperative”. The 

FIM® categories “Moderate direction”, “Minimal direction” and “Supervision” were mapped to EBI cate-

gory “Is occasionally uncooperative, distanced or withdrawn”. The highest EBI category “Normal social 

interaction” corresponds to the two FIM® categories “Modified independence” and “Complete inde-

pendence”. 

 

  

Table 39: Item 13: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts 
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Item 14: Problem solving 

Similar to the previous item pair, there are only three EBI levels of function for item pair 14, “Needs 

considerable assistance due to above-named disorders”, “Needs minimal assistance due to above-

named disorders” and “Needs no assistance despite above-named disorders”. Examples of everyday 

disorders in problem solving are detailed in Table 40. 

 

Table 40: ADL item 14 – Problem solving: Comparison of EBI item 14 and FIM® item Q 

 

 

As presented in Table 41, the experts proposed that the FIM® response categories “Total assistance” and 

“Maximal direction” were equivalent to EBI category “Needs considerable assistance due to above-

named disorders”. The FIM® categories “Moderate direction”, “Minimal direction” and “Supervision” were 

mapped to EBI category “Needs minimal assistance due to above-named disorders”. The highest EBI 

category “Needs no assistance despite above-named disorders” corresponds to the two FIM® categories 

“Modified independence” and “Complete independence”. The mapping for this item pair was the same 

as for the previous item pair. 
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Table 41: Item 14: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts 

 

 

 

Item 15: Memory/learning capability/orientation 

For item pair 15, “Memory/learning capability/orientation”, seven FIM® categories need to be mapped 

to five EBI categories (Table 42). 

 

Table 42: ADL item 15 – Memory/learning capability/orientation: Comparison of EBI item 15 and FIM® item R 

 

 

As shown in Table 43, the experts proposed the FIM® response categories “Total assistance” and “Maxi-

mal prompting” correspond to the EBI categories “Is disorientated or confused and is highly likely to 

stray” and “Is completely unable to retain new information”, with an ADL score of 0. The FIM® categories 

“Moderate prompting”, “Minimal prompting” and “Standby prompting” were mapped to the two EBI 
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categories “Needs frequent reminders” and “Only needs occasional reminders”. The highest EBI category 

“No impairment relevant to daily routine” corresponds to the two highest FIM® categories “Modified 

independence” and “Complete independence”. The number of categories in EBI are reduced in ADL from 

5 to 3 for this item, to appropriately map the FIM® categories. 

 

Table 43: Item 15: Conversion algorithm proposed by the experts 
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3.2. Validation of ADL scores 

3.2.1. Description of the sample population 

The required number of 31 to 70 cases per clinic with completed FIM® and EBI records was achieved 

(Figure 2). To interpret the case number figures, it should be noted that clinics 1 and 3 represent two 

sites within one group of clinics. The mean age was 67.2 years, with a range of 18 to 92 years (Figure 3). 

The mean age of patients of the individual five clinics involved was 64 to 73 years (Figure 61). 50.8% of 

the study patients were male (Figure 4). The percentage of males in the individual clinics ranged from 

43% to 60% (Figure 62). 90.0% of patients were Swiss nationals (Figure 5); this figure for the individual 

clinics ranged from 81% to 100% of patients (Figure 63). The score for mean comorbidity as measured 

using CIRS was 13.2 points (Figure 6). Comorbidity scores in the individual clinics involved ranged from 

10 to 20 points (Figure 64). Individual percentages for the five standardised impairment categories in 

the whole sample population ranged from 15.8% to 26.0% for EBI (Figure 7) and from 16.2% to 24.2% 

for FIM® (Figure 8). With the exception of one clinic, this distribution was approximately mirrored in the 

individual clinics (Figures 65 and 66). The sample population parameters for the individual clinics are 

presented in graph form in Appendix A1. 

 

Figure 2: No. of cases per clinic 
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Figure 3: Age 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Gender 
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Figure 5: Nationality 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Comorbidity (CIRS) 
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Figure 7: EBI categories 

 

 

 

Figure 8: FIM® categories 
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3.2.2. Analysis at the item level 

Item 1: Eating and drinking 

The transition plot for item pair 1 shows that the response categories 4 and 2 in EBI, and 5 in FIM® were 

the most frequently selected (Figure 9). The FIM® categories 2 and 4 and the EBI category 3 were selected 

by scorers somewhat less frequently, each with a maximum of 6% of patients.  

The arrows indicate that it is fairly clear that FIM® categories 1 and 3–7 can be mapped to corresponding 

EBI categories. For most categories, the content-related mappings of FIM® and EBI categories closely 

agree with the empirical data. In contrast with both expert workshop proposals, FIM® category 6 gener-

ally corresponds to EBI category 4. FIM® category 2 is selected approximately as often with EBI category 

0 as it is with EBI 2. In the expert workshop the mapping proposal for both variants was to EBI category 

0.  

 

Figure 9: Transition plot for item 1 (Eating and drinking) 

 

 

Figure 10 presents the implementation of the ADL algorithm in both expert variants for this item. The 

ADL score as calculated on the basis of FIM® (y-axis) is plotted against the ADL score on the basis of EBI 

(x-axis); these should ideally be identical. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient shows there is close 

correlation, and the kappa values indicate close levels of agreement. In variant 1, the difficulty in agree-

ing on the EBI correspondence with ADL in category 4, in particular, can be seen, which corresponds in 

the case of FIM® to ADL scores of 2, 3 or 4. Implementation of the second variant shows that the ADL 
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score of 0 calculated on the basis of FIM® partially corresponds to an EBI score of 2. This can be attributed 

to the – empirically not justifiable – mapping of FIM® categories 3 and 4 to EBI category 0.  

As a result, it was proposed that both variants be mixed. The result of mapping on the basis of the 

empirical data largely conforms to variant 1. The exception is that, as in variant 2, FIM® category 6 is 

mapped to EBI category 4 (instead of 3). This significantly increases the level of agreement per the kappa 

value. 

 

Figure 10: Scatter plot for item 1 (Eating and drinking) based on expert workshop variants 1 and 2 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Scatter plot for validation study for item 1 (Eating and drinking) 
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Item 2: Personal hygiene 

The transition plot for item pair 2 shows that the response categories 4 (37%) and 0 (24%) in EBI, and 7 

(21%), 5 (20%), 1 (19%) and 6 (18%) in FIM® were the most frequently selected (Figure 12). The thickness 

of the arrows indicates which combinations of EBI and FIM® scores occurred most frequently. it is clear 

that EBI category 0 was selected most frequently together with FIM® category 1. This was also the case 

for the score pairs EBI 2 and FIM® 5, EBI 4 and FIM® 6, and EBI 4 and FIM® 7. All other score combinations 

are less clear. In particular, FIM® categories 2, 3 and 4 occur more or less equally in combination with 

EBI categories 0, 1 and 2. This uncertainty in mapping is also mirrored by the three variants proposed 

by the experts, in dealing with precisely these three score pairs.  

 

Figure 12: Transition plot for item 2 (Personal hygiene) 

 

 

In Figure 13 the empirical mapping of the three expert variants to produce an ADL score is shown in 

three scatter plots. In particular, in ADL-from-EBI category 2 the scores are scattered in ADL-from-FIM® 

in all three variants. The key figures for all three variants are very similar and indicate a very high level 

of correspondence between the ADL scores from FIM® and from EBI. The third variant, in which EBI 

categories 3 and 4 are jointly mapped to an ADL score of 4, is less than optimally related at the lower 

end (ADL 0 to 2); the red regression curve obtained using the LOWESS method is relatively far from the 

ideal relationship represented by the straight black line. 
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Figure 13: Scatter plots for item 2 from expert workshop variants 1–3 
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As a result, it was proposed that variants 2 and 3 be mixed. The mapping for ADL 0, 1 and 2 corresponds 

to variant 2, there is no ADL 3 score (as in variant 3), and an EBI score of 3 is mapped to give an ADL 

score of 4 (Figure 14). The results for Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient and kappa are roughly 

equivalent to those for the second expert variant. 

 

Figure 14: Scatter plots for item 2 from the validation study 

  

 

Item 3: Dressing and undressing 

For item pair 3, “Dressing and undressing”, two transition plots were generated (Figure 15). The first 

transition plot (labelled a, on the left-hand side) shows the percentage distribution of selected EBI and 

FIM® scores when the lower of the two FIM® scores from items D (Dressing upper body) and E (Dressing 

lower body) were chosen. In this case, a patient who can independently put on a pair of trousers but not 

a t-shirt might receive a very low total FIM® score. The second transition plot (labelled b, on the right-

hand side) shows the percentage distribution of selected EBI and FIM® scores when the mean of the two 

FIM® scores from items D and E was recorded and then rounded down. In this case, a patient with the 

same level of severity of impairment (trousers can be put on, t-shirt can’t) would receive, in total, a 

higher overall FIM® score. In the percentage distributions it is apparent that the lowest FIM® category 

occurs more often (35% of cases) in the first variant (a, lower score is chosen) than in the variant in which 

the mean score is taken (29% of cases). In the mean score version (b), FIM® scores 3, 4 and 5 are cited 

more frequently. In the variant in which the lower of the two scores is chosen, these scores are more 

frequently assigned in the form of the lower or the lowest categories. 
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Figure 15: Transition plot for item 3 (Dressing and undressing): a) Lower score of the FIM® items D and E; b) Mean 
score rounded down for FIM® items D and E 

 

 

 

Figure 16 shows the empirical mapping of the two versions (a – lower score, b – mean score rounded 

down) for the mapping variant 1 by the experts. Figure 17 shows the empirical mapping of the two 

versions (a – lower score, b – mean score rounded down) for the mapping variant 2 by the experts. Not 

only the key values but also the regression curves generated clearly indicate that the first mapping 

variant by the experts is the variant that fits better empirically. The correlation according to Spearman’s 

rank correlation coefficient is closer in the case of the second variant (in which a score of 0 in EBI and in 

ADL has no equivalent in FIM®, but in this variant the kappa values (0.78 and 0.74) are much lower than 

in the first variant (0.89 and 0.90).  

In the first variant, the version in which the mean score rounded down of FIM® items D and E was em-

ployed has marginally better agreement parameters than the version in which the lower of the two 

scores was taken.  
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Figure 16: Scatter plots for item 3 from expert workshop variant 1 
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Figure 17: Scatter plots for item 3 from expert workshop variant 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Item 4: Bathing/showering/taking a complete sponge bath 

For item pair 4, “Bathing/showering/taking a complete sponge bath”, two transition plots were gener-

ated (Figure 18). The first transition plot (labelled a, on the left-hand side) shows the percentage distri-

bution of selected EBI and FIM® scores when the lower of the two FIM® scores from items C (Bath-

ing/showering/taking a complete sponge bath) and K (Transfer to shower/tub) were chosen. In this case, 

a patient who can independently take a shower but not get into the shower might receive a very low 

total FIM® score. The second transition plot (labelled b, on the right-hand side) shows the percentage 

distribution of selected EBI and FIM® scores when the mean of the two FIM® scores from items C and K 

was taken and then rounded down. In this case, a patient with the same level of severity of impairment 

(patient can shower alone but not get into the shower) would receive, in total, a higher overall FIM® 

score. In the case of the percentage distributions it is apparent that the lowest FIM® category occurs 
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more often (34% of cases) in the first variant (a, lower score is chosen) than in the variant in which the 

mean score is taken (31% of cases). There are only small differences in the other FIM® categories. 

  

Figure 18: Transition plot for item 3 (Bathing/showering/taking a complete sponge bath): a) Lower score of the 
FIM® items C and K; b) Mean score rounded down for FIM® items C and K 

 

 

 

Figure 19 shows the empirical mapping of the two versions (a – lower score, b – mean score rounded 

down) for the first mapping variant by the experts. Figure 20 shows the empirical mapping of the two 

versions (a – lower score, b – mean score rounded down) for the second mapping variant by the experts. 

Figure 21 shows the empirical mapping of the two versions in the mapping variants from the validation 

study. All versions have fairly high levels of agreement, showing no major discrepancies between the 

ADL values-from-EBI and the ADL values-from-FIM®. Empirically the best agreement is the mapping 

proposal arising from the validation study, in which the lower of the two scores for FIM® items C and K 

was employed (version a). 
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Figure 19: Scatter plots for item 4 from expert workshop variant 1 
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Figure 20: Scatter plots for item 4 from expert workshop variant 2 
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Figure 21: Scatter plots for item 4 from the validation study 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Item 5: Bed to chair/wheelchair transfer 

The transition plot for item pair 5 shows that response categories 0 and 4 in EBI, and 1, 6 and 7 in FIM® 

were the most frequently selected (Figure 9). In most cases, EBI category 0 corresponds with FIM® cate-

gory 1 and EBI category 4 with FIM® categories 6 and 7. The mid-level categories cannot be mapped so 

readily. Overall, the level of agreement between the content-related mapping by the experts and the 

empirical data is high.  
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Figure 22: Transition plot for item 5 (Bed to chair/wheelchair transfer) 

 

 

Figure 23 shows the implementation of the ADL algorithm by the experts for this item. Spearman’s rank 

correlation coefficient shows there is close correlation, and the kappa values indicate close levels of 

agreement. The proposal to map categories 1 and 2 in FIM® to EBI category 0 did not fit better empiri-

cally than the original proposal (Figure 71). 
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Figure 23: Scatter plots for item 5 from expert workshop 

  

  

Item 6: Locomotion 

The transition plot for item pair 6 shows that response categories 0 and 1 in EBI, and 1 and 5 in FIM® 

were the most frequently selected (Figure 24). In most cases EBI category 0 corresponds with FIM® cat-

egory 1. In all categories the empirical mapping is not particularly clear. EBI category 1, in particular, is 

a case in point, as it was selected at the same time as all of the FIM® categories. However, this ambiguity 

is not as large as a first glance at the transition plot might suggest, as the mapping is also subdivided 

into the response categories of the additional items. The expert-proposed mapping is described in detail 

above in section 3.1 (“item 6”). In summary, if patients use a wheelchair to move, the EBI categories 0 to 

2 are sufficient to document an ADL score, while in FIM® this is done by selecting categories 1 to 6.  

Figure 25 shows as a scatter plot the empirical mapping of the expert variant to produce an ADL score. 

The scores are widely scattered, in particular for EBI category 1. The regression curves are an indication 

that the ADL score agreement is somewhat less than perfect (ideal indicated by the black diagonal line).  

In view of this empirical data, a still further differentiated mapping of FIM® and EBI with regards to the 

proposed additional item was undertaken. As a result, there are individual conversion algorithms for 

patients who can walk, for patients who use a wheelchair to move and for patients who both walk and 

use a wheelchair. Figure 26 show the empirical ADL score distribution calculated based on the proposal 

from the validation study. In Figure 26 the three tables below the scatter plot detail the process. In 

contrast to the first expert proposal, the highest score for a patient only using a wheelchair alone is 1 

(expert proposal 2). For patients assigned to the additional category “Both”, who both walk and use a 

wheelchair, the highest score is 2, and for patients who can walk, the highest score is 4.  
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Figure 24: Transition plot for item 6 (Locomotion) 

 

 

 

Figure 25: Scatter plot for item 6 from expert workshop 
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Figure 26: Scatter plot for item 6 from the validation study 

 

 

 

 

Item 7: Stairs 

The transition plot for item pair 7 “Stairs” shows that, in contrast to most other items, most often selected 

are EBI category 0 (67% of cases) and FIM® category 1 (68% of cases) (Figure 27).  

Figure 28 shows the empirical mapping of the expert variant to an ADL score in the form of a scatter 

plot. The scores are sometimes widely scattered, in particular for ADL-from-EBI category 4. In general, 

as the transition plot shows, most of the scores are consistent for FIM® and EBI in the lowest ADL cate-

gory 0; in other words, most patients are not able to use stairs. This explains the high level of agreement. 
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Figure 27: Transition plot for item 7 (Stairs) 

 

 

Figure 28: Scatter plot for item 7 from expert workshop 
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Item 8: Toilet use 

The transition plot for item pair 8 “Toilet use” shows that in EBI most often selected are categories 4 

(40% of cases), followed by 0 (28%) and 1 (25%) (Figure 29). In FIM® the empiric mappings slightly differ 

– depending on whether the lower of the scores from F and J is selected (labelled a, left-hand side) or 

the mean score rounded down of FIM® items F and J (labelled b, right-hand side) is used. In both cases, 

the least frequently selected FIM® category is category 1 (34% in the variant using the lower score and 

30% in the variant using the mean score rounded down). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30 shows the empirical mapping of the expert variant to an ADL score in the form of a scatter 

plot. In the case of the ADL-from-EBI category 1, the ADL-from-FIM® scores are widely scattered, both 

for version a) and for b). In general, however, there is a good to very good correlation between both 

scores. Both regression curves are close to the black line (“perfect agreement”) and the key agreement 

figures are good, with correlation coefficients of 0.87 and 0.88 and a weighted kappa for each of 0.87. 

Figure 29: Transition Plots Item 8 (Toilet use) a) lower of the two scores from FIM® items F and J, b) 
mean score of FIM® items (rounded down if not a whole number).  
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Figure 30: Scatter plot for item 8 from expert workshop: a) Lower score of the FIM® items F and J; b) Mean score 
rounded down for FIM® items F and J 

 

 

Figure 31 shows scatter plots for the mapping arising from the results of the validation study. In the case 

of ADL-from-EBI category 1, the ADL-from-FIM® scores are less widely scattered for both version a) and 

for version b). This can be put down to the change in mapping for FIM® category 2, from an ADL score 

of 1 to 0. In general, these versions show a close to very close correlation between the two scores. The 

agreement level can be viewed as very good and is somewhat better than that of the variants from the 

expert workshop. 

Figure 31: Scatter plots for item 8 from validation study: a) Lower score of the FIM® items F and J; b) Mean score 
rounded down for FIM® items F and J 
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Item 9: Bowel management 

The transition plot for item pair 9 shows that EBI response category 4 with 60% was the most frequently 

selected by a wide margin (Figure 32). In the case of FIM®, the two highest response categories, 6 and 

7, were the most frequently selected. EBI category 3 was the least frequently selected, likewise FIM® 

categories 2–5, all with a maximum of 7% of patients.  

The arrows indicate it is fairly clear that FIM® categories 6 and 7 should be mapped to EBI category 4. 

FIM® category 1 corresponds most frequently to EBI category 0. There are no clear relationships between 

all other FIM® categories and the EBI categories. 

In the scatter plots for the two variants from the expert workshop it can be clearly seen that the ADL-

from-FIM® score of 0 frequently corresponds with an ADL-from-EBI score of 2 or higher (Figure 33). In 

variant 1, the ADL-from-EBI score of 4 is also scattered over differing ADL-from-FIM® scores. If the pro-

posals from the expert workshop are modified slightly, there is a better agreement between the ADL 

scores from FIM® and from EBI (Figure 34). The only difference in this modified version is that the lowest 

FIM® category is mapped to the lowest EBI category. The FIM® categories 2–4 correspond to EBI category 

2. In the proposal based on the data from the validation study, the upper three FIM® categories and the 

upper two EBI categories all corresponding to an ADL score of 4. The level of agreement here is better 

than that for the proposals made at the expert workshop. The regression curves are also closer to the 

ideal line. 

 

Figure 32: Transition plot for item 9 (Bowel management) 
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Figure 33: Scatter plot for item 9 (Bowel management) from expert workshop variants 1 and 2 

 

 

Figure 34: Scatter plot for validation study for item 9 (Bowel management) 

     

 

 

Item 10: Bladder management 

The transition plot for item pair 9 shows that EBI response category 4 with 51% was the most frequently 

selected by a wide margin (Figure 35). In the case of FIM®, most frequently chosen were the lowest 

response category with 26% and the two highest response categories, 6 and 7, respectively with 22% 

and 25%. EBI category 3 with 8% was the least frequently selected, likewise FIM® categories 2–4, each 

with a maximum of 7% of patients.  

The arrows indicate it is fairly clear that FIM® categories 6 and 7 should be mapped to EBI category 4. 

FIM® category 1 corresponds most frequently by a wide margin to EBI category 0. In contrast with the 
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proposal from the expert workshop, FIM® category 1 corresponds most frequently to EBI category 1. 

There are no clear relationships between all other FIM® categories and specific EBI categories. 

It can be clearly seen in the scatter plot for the expert workshop that an ADL-from-EBI score of 4 corre-

sponds to differing FIM® scores: 4 and, in particular, 3 and 1 (Figure 36). The conversion algorithm from 

the expert workshop does not provide for an ideal level of agreement. The lower ADL scores (0 and 1) 

are also not matched accurately. Two different conversion algorithms on the basis of the data from the 

validation study were therefore proposed, which differed slightly from those of the expert workshop.  

In variant 1, deviating from the expert workshop, FIM® category 1 is mapped to EBI category 0 (Figure 

37). In this new proposal, FIM® category 5 corresponds with EBI category 3. In addition, EBI categories 3 

and 4 correspond with FIM® categories 6 and 7 in the ADL score conversion. This variant is otherwise 

unchanged from the expert proposal. 

In variant 2, both of the upper EBI categories, 3 and 4, are converted to an ADL score of 4, as originally 

proposed at the expert workshop (Figure 38). In contrast to the proposal by the experts, however, FIM® 

category 5 also corresponds to an ADL score of 4. As in variant 1, FIM® category 2 is re-mapped to EBI 

category 1.  

Both variants provide better levels of agreement in comparison with the proposal from the expert work-

shop, and the regression curves are closer to the ideal, with variant 2 being slightly superior.  

 

Figure 35: Transition plot for item 10 (Bladder management) 
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Figure 36: Scatter plot for item 10 (Bladder management) from expert workshop 

  

 

 

Figure 37: Scatter plot from the validation study for variant 1 for item 10 (Bladder management) 
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Figure 38: Scatter plot from the validation study for variant 2 for item 10 (Bladder management) 

  

 

Item 11: Comprehension 

The transition plot for item pair 11 shows that EBI response category 4 with 48% and category 1 with 

34% were most frequently selected (Figure 39). FIM® response category 7 with 34% was selected most 

frequently. The lowest categories were the least frequently documented, with 5% for EBI category 0 and 

4% for FIM® category 1.  

The arrows indicate that FIM® category 1 corresponds most frequently with EBI category 0. FIM® cate-

gories 2–4 correspond most frequently to EBI category 1. FIM® categories 6 and 7 correspond most 

frequently with EBI category 4. In contrast with the proposal from the expert workshop, FIM® category 

1 corresponds most frequently to EBI category 1. FIM® category 5 corresponds to various EBI categories. 

For both variants from the expert workshop, the scatter plot reveals a good level of agreement of the 

ADL-from-EBI and ADL-from-FIM® scores (Figure 40). In variant 2, the ADL-from-EBI score of 4 is, how-

ever, distributed among varying ADL-from-FIM® scores, in contrast to variant 1, in which the agreement 

is better (Figure 41). This can be put down to differing mappings of FIM® categories 5 and 6. The level 

of agreement is slightly better for variant 1 than for variant 2. 
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Figure 39: Transition plot for item 11 (Comprehension) 

 

 

 

Figure 40: Scatter plot for item 11 (Comprehension) from expert workshop variant 1 
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Figure 41: Scatter plot for item 11 (Comprehension) from expert workshop variant 2 

  

 

Item 12: Expression 

The transition plot for item pair 12 shows that EBI response category 4 with 60% was the most frequently 

selected by a wide margin (Figure 42). In the case of FIM®, the two highest response categories, 6 and 

7, were the most frequently documented, respectively with 20% and 33%. EBI category 3 was the least 

frequently selected with 5%.  

The arrows indicate that FIM® category 1 corresponds most frequently with EBI categories 0 and 1. FIM® 

categories 2–4 correspond most frequently to EBI category 1. FIM® categories 6 and 7 correspond most 

frequently with EBI category 4. FIM® category 5 corresponds to various EBI categories. 

For variant 2 from the expert workshop the scatter plot reveals a better agreement of the ADL-from-EBI 

and ADL-from-FIM® scores compared to variant 1 (Figure 43). In variant 1, the ADL-from-EBI score of 4 

is distributed among varying ADL-from-FIM® scores (score of 4 as well as scores 3 and 1), in contrast to 

variant 2, in which the agreement is better in this area (Figure 44). However, the scores here in variant 2 

are also distributed between two ADL-from-FIM® scores (4 and 1).  

For this reason, a modified proposal was made on the basis of the empirical data, which is largely based 

on variant 2 (Figure 45). In contrast to variant 2, FIM® category 5 and the two highest FIM® categories 

receive an ADL score of 4. FIM® category 2 is also re-mapped to EBI category 1. In this mapping based 

on the validation study, the agreement parameters and the fit of the regression curves are similar to 

those in variant 2 from the expert workshops.  
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Figure 42: Transition plot for item 12 (Expression) 

 

 

 

Figure 43: Scatter plot for item 12 (Expression) from expert workshop variant 1 
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Figure 44: Scatter plot for item 12 (Expression) from expert workshop variant 2 

  

 

 

Figure 45: Scatter plot for item 12 (Expression) from validation study 

  

 

Item 13: Social interaction 

The transition plot for item pair 13 shows that EBI response category 4 with 66% was the most frequently 

selected by a wide margin (Figure 46). In the case of FIM®, the two highest response categories, 6 and 

7, were the most frequently documented, respectively with 21% and 32%. The least frequent were the 

lowest EBI category, 0, with 5% and the lowest FIM® category with 8%.  

The arrows indicate that FIM® category 1 corresponds most frequently with EBI category 0. FIM® cate-

gories 2 and 3 are most frequently mapped to EBI category 1. FIM® categories 5–7 correspond most 
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frequently with EBI category 4. FIM® category 4 is mapped with equal frequency to EBI categories 2 and 

4.  

The scatter plot for the proposal from the expert workshop shows that the two instruments are some-

times not ideally in agreement (Figure 47). It can be clearly seen, in particular, that the ADL-from-EBI 

score of 4 is consonant with ADL-from-FIM® scores of 4 and 2.  

This led to the development of a conversion algorithm on the basis of the empirical data, which differed 

in two places from the expert proposal (Figure 48). In contrast to the expert proposal, both FIM® category 

2 and FIM® categories 3 and 4 are given an ADL score of 2, mapping them to the middle EBI category. 

Also new, FIM® category 5 as well as FIM® categories 6 and 7 are mapped to EBI category 4. In this 

mapping based on the validation study, the levels of agreement and the fit of the regression curves are 

improved. 

 

Figure 46: Transition plot for item 13 (Social interaction) 
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Figure 47: Scatter plot for item 13 (Social interaction) from expert workshop 

  

 

 

Figure 48: Scatter plot for item 13 (Social interaction) from validation study 

  

 

Item 14: Problem solving 

The transition plot for item pair 14 shows that EBI response category 0 with 50% was the most frequently 

selected (Figure 49). The seven FIM® response categories were selected at a fairly equal frequency. 

The arrows indicate that FIM® categories 1 and 2 correspond most frequently with EBI category 0. The 

mapping of all the FIM® categories to EBI is not particularly clear. It is not obvious from the plot, however, 

how the conversion algorithm from the expert workshop could be improved.  

In the scatter plot the regression curves fit well to the ideal line (Figure 50). The levels of agreement are 

in an acceptable range. 
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Figure 49: Transition plot for item 14 (Problem solving) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 50: Scatter plot for item 14 (Problem solving) from expert workshop 
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Item 15: Memory/learning capability/orientation 

The transition plot for the last item pair, 15, shows that EBI response category 4 with 38% was the most 

frequently selected (Figure 51). In the case of FIM®, the two highest response categories, 6 and 7, were 

the most frequently documented, respectively with 18% and 24%. The lowest EBI category, 0, was the 

least often selected with 2%.  

The arrows indicate that FIM® categories 1 and 2 correspond most frequently with EBI category 1. FIM® 

category 3 corresponds most frequently with EBI category 2, and FIM® category 5, with EBI category 3. 

FIM® category 4 is mapped with roughly equal frequency to EBI categories 2 and 3. The upper FIM® 

categories, 6 and 7, correspond most frequently with EBI category 4.  

In the scatter plot the regression curves fit well to the ideal line (Figure 52). The level of agreement is 

reasonably good. 

 

Figure 51: Transition plot for item 15 (Memory/learning capability/orientation) 
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Figure 52: Scatter plot for item 15 (Memory/learning capability/orientation) from expert workshop 
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3.3. Expert consensus on the ADL score 

3.3.1. Comparison at the item level 

 

Item 1: Eating and drinking 

The expert proposal modified on the basis of the validation study was judged the best fit of the variants 

considered. It is obvious that EBI category 3 is only rarely selected and has no clear correspondence with 

a specific FIM® category. FIM® cannot result in an ADL score of 3, as all of the FIM® categories correspond 

to one of the other EBI categories (0, 2 and 4). In numerical terms, there is almost no difference whether 

EBI category 3 receives an ADL score of 3 or, along with EBI category 4, an ADL score of 4. To improve 

the consistency with the algorithms for the other items (see items 2, 4, 9, 10 and 12) and to ensure that 

the scores that FIM® and EBI categories can receive are invariable (0, 2 or 4), the experts decided that 

EBI categories 3 and 4 should both receive an ADL score of 4. This results in almost no variation in level 

of agreement from that of the validation study variant. A comparison of all the conversion algorithm 

variants from the first expert workshop, the validation study and the second expert workshop can be 

found in Appendix 2.  

 

 

Figure 53: Consensus-agreed scatter plot for conversion algorithm for item 1 (Eating and drinking) 

  

 

The individual key figures of the differing variants can be seen in Table 44. This shows that the consen-

sus-agreed conversion algorithm provides the best results as confirmed by weighted kappa and the 

percentage agreement.  
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Table 44: Summary of the key figures for item 1 (Eating and drinking) 

 

 

Item 2: Personal hygiene 

The proposal to jointly give EBI categories 3 and 4 an ADL score of 4, and, in addition, to retain variant 

2 from the experts (“Validation study”) was accepted. The experts considered that it was most plausible 

that FIM® 1 and 2 should correspond to EBI category 0. An FIM® score of 2 is also only rarely given in 

daily clinical practice. For the experts, grouping together EBI 3 and 4 and FIM® 6 and 7 with an ADL score 

of 4 seemed the most reasonable suggestion for this item. The numerical differences were fairly mar-

ginal. Table 45 details the key figures for the individual variants. Even though Spearman’s rank correla-

tion coefficient and the weighted kappa value are little changed, the percentage agreement is the high-

est in the consensus-agreed version. In general, the level of agreement is good.  

 

Table 45: Summary of the key figures for item 2 (Personal hygiene) 

 

 

Item 3: Dressing and undressing 

The first variant of the conversion algorithm proposed by the experts was chosen. The sub-variant using 

the mean score rounded down for FIM® items D and E was agreed upon as a consensus. As can be seen 

in Table 46, this variant provides the best empirical fit.  

 

: Spearman’s rank 

correlation

K: weighted 

kappa

Percentage 

agreement

Difference 

between 

means 

Expert workshop variant 1 0,81 0,74 67,17 0,42

Expert workshop variant 2 0,81 0,76 69,43 0,47

Validation study 0,82 0,79 78,11 0,26

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithm
0,80 0,80 79,62 0,32

  

: Spearman’s rank 

correlation

K: weighted 

kappa

Percentage 

agreement

Difference 

between 

means 

Expert workshop variant 1 0,86 0,85 62,26 0,05

Expert workshop variant 2 0,87 0,86 62,26 0,22

Expert workshop variant 3 0,87 0,85 73,96 -0,14

Validation study / Consensus-

agreed conversion algorithm
0,87 0,86 75,09 0,08
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Table 46: Summary of the key figures for item 3 (Dressing and undressing) 

 

 

Item 4: Bathing/showering/taking a complete sponge bath 

After intensive discussion, the conversion algorithm proposed on the basis of the validation study was 

chosen. The version employing the lower of the scores for FIM® items C and K was specifically selected. 

As can be seen in Table 47, the key figures for this version are the best, while, nevertheless, the differ-

ences in agreement as measured by the weighted kappa were, in general, minimal. The best values for 

percentage agreement are those from the validation study. This can be explained by the fact that ADL 

category 3 does not exist, and EBI responses 3 and 4, as well as FIM® categories 6 and 7, have been 

grouped together. The experts stressed that, with regards to content, FIM® category 5 corresponds to 

EBI category 2, rather than the higher EBI categories.  

 

: Spearman’s rank 

correlation

K: weighted 

kappa

Percentage 

agreement

Difference 

between 

means 

Expert workshop variant 1 

(mean score rounded down) / 

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithm

0,90 0,90 77,74 -0,09

Expert workshop variant 1 

(lower of the scores)
0,89 0,89 76,23 0,02

Expert workshop variant 2 

(mean score rounded down) 
0,87 0,74 52,45 -0,47

Expert workshop variant 2 

(lower of the scores)
0,87 0,78 59,25 -0,40
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Table 47: Summary of the key figures for item 4 (Bathing/showering/taking a complete sponge bath) 

 

 

Item 5: Bed to chair/wheelchair transfer 

The proposal from the validation study to map EBI category 0 to FIM® category 1 and 2 was rejected, as 

this leads neither to a plausible result with regards to content nor to a higher level of empirical agree-

ment. As can be seen in Table 48, the original version proposed by the experts is the best variant, as 

measured by the weighted kappa value. For all variants, the correlations are similarly high.  

 

Table 48: Summary of the key figures for item 5 (Bed to chair/wheelchair transfer) 

 

 

Item 6: Locomotion 

The proposal from the validation study was judged the best fit of the variants considered. It can be 

clearly seen in Figure 26 (proposal from the validation study) on page 68 that both the regression line 

and the LOWESS regression curve are much closer to the black diagonal line in the case of the proposal 

by the experts (Figure 25). In Table 49 it can also be seen that the proposal based on the validation study 

generated the best correlation, weighted kappa and percentage agreement key figures. 

 

: Spearman’s rank 

correlation

K: weighted 

kappa

Percentage 

agreement

Difference 

between 

means 

Expert workshop variant 1, 

lower of the scores
0,87 0,85 61,13 0,38

Expert workshop variant 1, 

mean score rounded down
0,85 0,85 56,60 0,17

Expert workshop variant 2, 

lower of the scores
0,87 0,85 61,13 0,38

Expert workshop variant 2, 

mean score rounded down
0,87 0,85 61,13 0,38

Validation study,lower of the 

score  / Consensus-agreed 

conversion algorithm

0,88 0,88 74,72 0,23

Validation study, mean score 

rounded down
0,87 0,88 74,34 0,15

    

: Spearman’s rank 

correlation

K: weighted 

kappa

Percentage 

agreement

Difference 

between 

means 

Expert workshop / Consensus-

agreed conversion algorithm
0,85 0,85 76,98 -0,09

Validation study 0,85 0,84 78,11 -0,18
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Table 49: Summary of the key figures for item 6 (Locomotion) 

 

 

Independently from the key figures, the experts also agreed that subdividing into three conversion al-

gorithms – walking, using a wheelchair, and “both” – made particular sense for this item. This means 

that wheelchair users can receive a maximum of 1 ADL point, while patients who can “both” walk and 

use a wheelchair can receive a maximum of 2 points. 

 

Item 7: Stairs 

The original conversion algorithm proposed by the experts was considered to fit best with regards to 

content. The key figures from the empirical study lend weight to this decision (Table 50). A correlation 

of 0.82, a weighted kappa value of 0.82 and an agreement of almost 86% can be regarded as evidence 

of a very close agreement between the ADL scores from FIM® and from EBI. The difference in the mean 

ADL scores is particularly small. 

 

Table 50: Summary of the key figures for item 7 (Stairs) 

 

 

Item 8: Toilet use 

The conversion algorithm proposed on the basis of the empirical data was agreed by the experts at 

consensus as the final algorithm. In this case, FIM® cateory 2 was mapped to EBI category 1. The version 

using the mean score rounded down was agreed upon, as this version generated the best empirical key 

figures.  

As an exception, it should be noted that the ADL score for this item is to be specified as 0 if items 5 and 

6 have also received an ADL score of 0.  

 

: Spearman’s rank 

correlation

K: weighted 

kappa

Percentage 

agreement

Difference 

between 

means 

Expert workshop 0,81 0,77 55,85 -0,01

Validation study / 

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithms

0,88 0,84 63,40 0,21

    

: Spearman’s rank 

correlation

K: weighted 

kappa

Percentage 

agreement

Difference 

between 

means 

Expert workshop / Consensus-

agreed conversion algorithms
0,82 0,82 85,66 0,09
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Table 51: Summary of the key figures for item 8 (Toilet use) 

 

 

Item 9: Bowel management 

In contrast to the variant from the expert workshop, the proposal on the basis of the validation study to 

give an ADL score of 4 to EBI categories 3 and 4 and to FIM® categories 5 and 7 was accepted by the 

experts. This also applies to the changed mapping for FIM® category 2. When this item pair was dis-

cussed, the experts once more clearly pointed out that FIM® and EBI occasionally evaluate differing 

aspects of rehabilitation. FIM® evaluates not only the specifics of rehabilitation but also care needs. 

Table 52 shows that the key agreement values are best for the consensus-agreed conversion algorithm 

based on the data from the validation study. This holds true for all the parameters. 

 

Table 52: Summary of the key figures for item 9 (Bowel management) 

 

 

Item 10: Bladder management 

Two proposals were made for this item pair based on the empirical data. After intensive discussion, the 

experts agreed on the second variant. The case is identical to item pair 9, “Bowel management” (see 

above). Thus, EBI categories 3 and 4 are grouped together and receive an ADL score of 4, as do FIM® 

categories 5–7. This item was considered particularly important. 

: Spearman’s rank 

correlation

K: weighted 

kappa

Percentage 

agreement

Difference 

between 

means 

Expert workshop, lower of the 

scores
0,87 0,87 72,08 0,26

Expert workshop, mean score 0,88 0,87 74,72 0,21

Validation study,  lower of the 

scores
0,88 0,88 77,74 0,17

Validation study, mean score / 

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithms

0,89 0,89 79,25 0,11

    

: Spearman’s rank 

correlation

K: weighted 

kappa

Percentage 

agreement

Difference 

between 

means 

Expert workshop variant 1 0,76 0,74 55,47 0,61

Expert workshop variant 2 0,77 0,76 71,32 0,43

Validation study / 

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithms

0,80 0,81 79,25 0,17
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Table 53 shows that the level of agreement is best for this consensus-agreed conversion algorithm when 

compared to the other variants. The difference in the mean ADL scores from FIM® and EBI is only -0.02 

points.  

 

Table 53: Summary of the key figures for item 10 (Bladder management) 

 

 

Item 11: Comprehension 

Two proposals had been made for this item pair at the expert workshop. The experts ended up deciding 

on variant 1. All the agreement parameters were better for this variant than for variant 2 (Table 54).  

 

Table 54: Summary of the key figures for item 11 (Comprehension) 

 

 

Item 12: Expression 

Based on the data for this item pair, a proposal modified from that of the expert workshop was submit-

ted and subsequently agreed upon at consensus. Similar to item pairs 9 and 10, EBI categories 3 and 4 

are grouped together and receive an ADL score of 4, as do FIM® categories 5–7. As FIM® and EBI are not 

ideally congruent with regards to content for this and for the following item pair, a broader division into 

three ADL categories would seem to make particular sense. 

Table 55 shows that the agreement parameters are best for the consensus-agreed conversion algorithm, 

compared to variant 1 from the expert workshop. The differences to variant 2 are minimal according to 

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient and kappa. The difference in the mean ADL scores from FIM® 

and EBI is lowest for the consensus-agreed conversion algorithm compared to all the other variants.  

 

: Spearman’s rank 

correlation

K: weighted 

kappa

Percentage 

agreement

Difference 

between 

means 

Expert workshop 0,77 0,72 58,11 0,53

Validation study variant 1 0,80 0,81 72,45 0,02

Validation study variant 2 / 

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithms

0,81 0,82 82,26 -0,02

  

: Spearman’s rank 

correlation

K: weighted 

kappa

Percentage 

agreement

Difference 

between 

means 

Expert workshop variant 1 / 

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithms

0,82 0,82 75,85 -0,12

Expert workshop variant 2 0,80 0,77 66,79 0,29
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Table 55: Summary of the key figures for item 12 (Expression) 

 

 

Item 13: Social interaction 

Based on the data for this item pair, a proposal modified from that of the expert workshop was submit-

ted and subsequently agreed upon at consensus. Similar to the previous item pair, the agreement be-

tween FIM® and EBI in terms of content, as it turns out, seems to be less close than that of other items. 

For this item as well, the ADL score was consolidated into three levels of function. Table 56 shows that 

all the agreement parameters are best for the consensus-agreed conversion algorithm, compared to the 

proposal from the expert workshop. 

 

Table 56: Summary of the key figures for item 13 (Social interaction) 

 

 

Item 14: Problem solving 

The only version for this item pair is the proposal from the expert workshop. This was agreed upon by 

the experts at consensus. There does not seem to any way to improve this conversion algorithm. The 

level of agreement is reasonably good. The difference in the mean ADL scores from FIM® and EBI is 

minimal. 

 

Table 57: Summary of the key figures for item 14 (Problem solving) 

 

 

 

: Spearman’s rank 

correlation

K: weighted 

kappa

Percentage 

agreement

Difference 

between 

means 

Expert workshop variant 1 0,76 0,70 62,26 0,48

Expert workshop variant 2 0,82 0,79 76,23 0,37

Validation study / Consensus-

agreed conversion algorithms
0,81 0,81 81,13 -0,11

    

: Spearman’s 

rank 

correlation

K: weighted 

kappa

Percentage 

agreement

Difference 

between 

means 

Expert workshop variant 1 0,71 0,71 72,45 0,38

Validation study / Consensus-

agreed conversion algorithms
0,73 0,75 81,13 -0,07

  

: Spearman’s rank 

correlation

K: weighted 

kappa

Percentage 

agreement

Difference 

between 

means 

Expert workshop / Consensus-

agreed conversion algorithms
0,68 0,68 61,89 -0,38
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Item 15: Memory/learning capability/orientation 

For the last item pair as well, the only version is the proposal from the expert workshop. This was agreed 

upon by the experts at consensus. The level of agreement is also moderately good. The difference in the 

mean ADL scores from FIM® and EBI turns out to be minimal. 

 

Table 58: Summary of the key figures for item 15 (Memory/learning capability/orientation) 

 

 

3.3.2. Comparison at the overall score level 

The previous sections showed how, for every item, proposals were made, deliberated on and, finally, 

evaluated, both empirically and with regards to content. In appendix A3 all the consensus-agreed con-

version algorithms can be viewed in summary on pages 150 and 151. It is the total ADL score, however, 

that is of particular interest, especially its practical use. This is what is to be employed as an outcome 

indicator. In Figure 54, total ADL scores from EBI (x-axis) are plotted against total ADL scores from FIM® 

scores (y-axis). The coloured lines are regression curves showing the level of agreement between the 

total ADL scores from FIM® and the total ADL scores from EBI. The straight black line represents the 

perfect relationship, in other words the regression curve that would be obtained if ADL-from-FIM® and 

ADL-from-EBI were identical. As can be seen, the consensus-agreed conversion algorithm (red curve) is 

an improvement on the first proposal by the experts (blue curve).  

 

: Spearman’s rank 

correlation

K: weighted 

kappa

Percentage 

agreement

Difference 

between 

means 

Expert workshop / Consensus-

agreed conversion algorithms
0,65 0,70 75,47 -0,10
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Figure 54: Comparison of the developed total ADL scores 

 

 

Table 59 reproduces the key figures comparing the level of agreement between ADL-from-EBI and ADL-

from-FIM®. As can be seen once again, in most cases the consensus-agreed conversion algorithm gen-

erates the best results. It provides, for instance, the best Spearman rank correlation coefficient when 

ADL-from-FIM® is compared to ADL-from-EBI and a higher weighted kappa value.  

The absolute percentage agreement between both scores is also higher for the consensus-agreed con-

version algorithm (approx. 15%) than for the original proposal (approx. 11%). However, for scales with 

many levels of function (the range is from 0 to 60 points), the absolute percentage is not well-suited to 

evaluating the level of agreement. The cumulative percentage agreement within various score ranges 

was therefore calculated. For the variant proposed by the experts almost 37% of ADL-from-EBI and ADL-

from-FIM® scores exhibited a maximal deviation of 2 points. For the consensus-agreed conversion al-

gorithm, this figure was more than 44%. With a maximal deviation this time of +/- 4 points, the figure 

was 60% for the first expert variant proposed and almost 67% for the consensus-agreed version. A good 

72% of the scores for the first expert variant did not deviate by more than +/- 6 points; the correspond-

ing figure for the consensus-agreed algorithm was 81.5%. 

The difference between the mean total ADL scores was 0.4 for the consensus-agreed conversion algo-

rithm. This difference was over 2.1 points for the first algorithm proposed by the experts. A dependent 

(paired) sample t-test demonstrates that the probability that the mean scores in the original expert 

conversion genuinely differ is high (p<0.001). In the case of the consensus-agreed variant, on the other 
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hand, it is less probable that mean scores differ significantly (p=0.24). In other words, the mean ADL-

from-EBI score and the mean ADL score from FIM® in the consensus-agreed version are probably equiv-

alent.  

The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), another measure of the consistency between two ratings, is 

also higher for the consensus-agreed algorithm. When linear regression is calculated, a perfect relation-

ship is evidenced if the curve has a constant of 0 and a slope (coefficient) of 1. For the consensus-agreed 

version, the constant is closer to 0 (0.1 instead of -1.1), and the coefficient is closer to 1 (0.98 instead of 

0.97). Furthermore, adjusted R2, i.e. the percentage with which the ADL-from-EBI score agrees with the 

ADL-from-FIM® score, is somewhat higher for the consensus-agreed variant. 

 

Table 59: Comparison of the key figures for the total ADL score 

 

  

   : Spearman’s 

rank 

correlation

K: weighted 

kappa

Percentage 

agreement (in %)

Deviation +/- 2 

points (in %)

Deviation +/- 4 

points (in %)

Deviation +/- 6 

points (in %)

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithm
0,96 0,14 15,09 44,15 66,79 81,51

Expert workshop 0,94 0,09 10,94 36,98 60,00 72,08

Difference 

between 

means 

probability 

Wilcoxon-

Test

ICC (unadjusted)
regression: 

constant

regression: 

coefficient

Adjustierted 

R²

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithm
0,39 0,70 0,96 0,10 0,98 0,91

Expert workshop 2,14 0,00 0,94 -1,14 0,97 0,89
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3.4. Plausibility check of the ADL score 

The consensus-agreed ADL conversion algorithm was employed in connection with the data from the 

2015 National Rehabilitation Survey. To check whether the novel ADL score is not simply a good adap-

tation for the comparatively small number of participants in the study, it is worth looking at the results 

for neurological rehabilitation from the 2015 National Rehabilitation Survey. Of particular interest is 

whether EBI and FIM® clinics have achieved similar results to those in the analysis when classified by the 

instrument they employ. One minor alteration was made to the data of the already published 2015 

report in that the cases from clinic 79, in which both EBI and FIM® scores were documented, were not 

included in this analysis.  

 

3.4.1. Descriptive interpretation of the outcome indicators  

Both FIM® and EBI are well suited to appraising improvements in patient functional ability in neurolog-

ical rehabilitation clinics. All clinics that collected FIM® (Figure 55) and/or EBI (Figure 56) scores reported, 

on average, an improvement between admission and discharge, though such improvement was not in 

every case statistically significant (an aspect that is impossible to demonstrate when confidence intervals 

overlap). Apparent here are also differences in ADL scores between clinics and on admission and dis-

charge (Figure 57, EBI clinics are circled green while clinic 79, circled blue, scored both EBI and FIM® 

cases). All clinics registered improvements on average, even if these were not all statistically significant. 

Clinics whose improvements in ADL scores were not statistically significant also recorded FIM® and/or 

EBI improvements that were not significant. It is striking that EBI clinics (clinics 41, 64, 65, 67, 78 and 79 

(clinic 79 reported both EBI and FIM® cases)) were on average neither particularly successful nor unsuc-

cessful, but reproduce, on the whole, the results reported by the FIM® clinics. The mean total ADL score 

at admission was 36.84 points and at discharge 44.28 points.  
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Figure 55: Mean FIM® scores and the 95% confidence intervals on clinic admission and discharge (non-adjusted) 

 

 

Figure 56: Mean EBI scores and the 95% confidence intervals on clinic admission and discharge (non-adjusted) 
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Figure 57: Mean ADL scores and the 95% confidence intervals on clinic admission and discharge (non-adjusted) 

 

 

3.4.2. Risk-adjusted outcome indicators 

Risk-adjusted evaluation also does not demonstrate that EBI clinics were more successful than FIM® 

clinics. To check for differences in the make-up of the patient cohorts in clinics, FIM®, EBI and ADL scores 

on discharge were analysed by means of linear regression. The explanatory variables were FIM®, EBI and 

ADL admission scores as well as other confounders (see Table 4). The difference between the expected 

scores – calculated using linear regression – and the actual scores yields so-called standardised residu-

als. These tend to be smaller the larger the number of cases in a clinic. Comparing FIM® clinics with each 

other (Figure 58) reveals that most clinics achieved results that might have been expected after taking 

into account the confounders. Three clinics achieved better than expected outcomes (marked as grey 

triangles), while four reported results that were significantly worse than expected considering the case 

mix (marked as grey squares). Comparing EBI clinics with each other (Figure 59) reveals that almost all 

clinics achieved results that might have been expected after taking into account the confounders, while 

one clinic had better scores than expected (marked as a grey triangle). If all clinics are compared using 

the novel ADL score (Figure 60) it is clear that this successfully differentiates between clinics. Most clinics 

achieved results that might have been expected after taking into account the confounders. Four clinics 

(three FIM® clinics, one EBI clinic) achieved better than expected results, while four clinics (all FIM® clin-

ics) did worse than might be expected.  
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Figure 58: Funnel plot: Mean of the standardised residuals for the FIM® score on discharge by number of cases in 
each clinic 

 

 

 

Figure 59: Funnel plot: Mean of the standardised residuals for the EBI score on discharge by number of cases in 
each clinic 
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Figure 60: Funnel plot: Mean of the standardised residuals for the ADL score on discharge by number of cases in 
each clinic 
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4. Discussion 

A stated aim of the National Rehabilitation Survey is to enable clinic outcomes to be compared inde-

pendently of the use of FIM® or EBI within the therapeutic areas neurological, musculoskeletal and other 

rehabilitation programmes. This requires FIM® and EBI scores to be converted to a common scaled score. 

To enable the clinics to be consistently and fairly compared with regards to outcomes, the Charité was 

commissioned to develop a new ADL score. 

Employing a mixed methods approach, the four-part study successfully developed a novel conversion 

algorithm that allowed FIM® and EBI scores to be converted to a common ADL score. The first step was 

for experts at a whole-day workshop to map analogous FIM® and EBI items and categories with regards 

to their content and assign to the various FIM® and EBI categories a common ADL score. At the same 

time, everyday functional ability of patients at five clinic sites was scored on admission to rehabilitation 

using both instruments to enable ADL-from-FIM® and ADL-from-EBI scores to be compared for the 

same individuals. Using the data collected, the conversion algorithm proposed by the experts was then 

validated, and small modifications were suggested based on the empirical evidence. In a further expert 

workshop, these modifications were discussed, and a consensus was arrived at whether they should be 

retained or discarded. The conversion algorithm was employed in connection with data from the 2015 

National Rehabilitation Survey, demonstrating a high level of plausibility of the novel ADL score, without 

significant differences between clinics using either FIM® or EBI.  

There is no evidence that the novel ADL score reveals a substantial difference, either positive or negative, 

in the quality of clinics as a result of the measuring instrument employed. Regardless of whether FIM® 

or EBI are employed, comparing outcomes from all clinics involved in a therapeutic area now seems 

feasible and meaningful.  

The study has its strengths and weaknesses. As FIM® and EBI were primarily developed for patients with 

neurological disorders, study data was only collected at neurological rehabilitation clinics. However, 

FIM® and EBI are now also employed to document functional ability in areas other than neurology. It 

was, therefore, a requirement for the ADL score that it could also be employed in musculoskeletal and 

other rehabilitation programmes. The novel ADL score will be employed in the 2016 comparison reports 

in neurological, musculoskeletal and other rehabilitation programmes (Köhn et al., 2016).  

The study’s multicentre approach reduces to a minimum effects due to individual collection and docu-

mentation patterns between clinics and users and enhances the universal applicability of the study’s 

results. Clinics and study centres were selected that both employ FIM® as a standard and those that 

employ EBI as a standard. All study clinics were offered training in advance in the use of the instrument 

with which they were not familiar.  

Recruiting was stratified in accordance with impairment category, ensuring that entire range of FIM® 

and EBI scores was covered with sufficient case numbers. This allowed FIM® and EBI scores over the 

whole range to be validly converted into ADL scores.  

As there are valid FIM® and EBI versions in all three languages, taking into account language regions in 

clinic recruitment was judged, from a scientific perspective, to be of secondary importance. The study 
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clinics were located in individual language regions as well as in differing language regions. In particular, 

the study utilised German and Italian versions of FIM® and EBI, but the patients were also offered written 

patient information in French. 

In order to replicate both instruments in the form of a common ADL score, the conversion algorithm 

needed to consolidate some of the recorded information. This was particularly true for FIM®, which 

encompasses 7 response categories for all items. ADL could only take into account a maximum of 5 

ranks at the item level because to the lower number of response categories in EBI. For some items, EBI 

response categories also needed to be grouped together during conversion into ADL to allow consistent 

mapping of FIM® and EBI. Overall, a small amount of information was, therefore, also lost in the case of 

ADL-to-EBI conversion. Furthermore, EBI item 16 (Spatial neglect) could not be mapped to a correspond-

ing FIM® item.  

The expert discussion and the empirical data affirmed that FIM® and EBI are designed to record similar 

information (functional ability in activities of daily living), but that in detail they differ in orientation with 

regards to content. EBI focuses primarily on care and support needs in activities of daily living. FIM® 

records in more detail patient functional ability, with or without support from helpers or auxiliary aids. 

This is apparent, in particular, in terms of the number of response categories. In EBI some items only 

have 3 response categories, and, as a result, small improvements in functions may not always be ade-

quately reproduced. The greater differentiation in FIM® with its 7 categories can, in turn, require more 

scorer experience and/or training and may reduce the validity of scores if they are not recorded strictly 

according to the manual. 

The ADL score is based on a conversion algorithm from FIM® and EBI that allows a joint comparison of 

both instruments. We conclude that the study’s results indicate that the novel ADL score can be em-

ployed in the future as an outcome indicator in neurological, musculoskeletal and other rehabilitation 

programmes. In must be borne in mind, however, that ADL is not intended to replace the original FIM® 

and EBI instruments. ADL is only meant to be utilised, as required, to compare these instruments. If ADL 

is used to perform a risk-adjusted outcome comparison, a descriptive overview of the recorded FIM® 

and EBI scores should also be provided. 
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Glossary 

Dependent variable: A parameter that can vary with changes to other non-related variables, e.g. age, 

comorbidity. When comparing clinics, the dependent variable is the selected outcome indicator, for 

instance, EBI. 

Adjustment: See risk adjustment. 

ADL score: The ADL score measures functional ability in important Activities of Daily Living (ADL). The 

scores are generated by means of a conversion algorithm from FIM® and EBI, with the aim of comparing 

outcomes from all rehabilitation clinics in the areas of neurological, musculoskeletal and other rehabil-

itation programmes independently of the instrument employed. 

Bar chart: Chart graphically presenting frequencies of parameters by means of horizontal bars. Frequen-

cies of different individual parameters can also be stacked in a vertical bar (stacked bar chart). See also, 

column chart. 

Box plot: A method of representing numerical data in graph form, such as age in years, to give a rapid 

impression of how the data is distributed. Each box shows the median, arithmetic mean, 25th percentile 

and 75th percentile. A box represents the mid 50% of the data. Data that lies outside the box (25% above 

and 25% below) is represented by “whiskers”, while points represent outliers. 

Case mix: Composition of the patient population, e.g. sociodemographic factors, comorbidity, diagno-

ses). 

Confounders: Confounders are factors that can influence both dependent and independent variables, 

e.g. age, comorbidity. Their effect can be controlled by means of statistical risk adjustment. 

Cumulative Illness Rating Scale (CIRS): CIRS is a third-party instrument used to record comorbidity (Linn 

et al., 1968). Each of the instrument’s 14 organ systems is scored on a 5 point scale from 0 (“No problem”) 

through to 4 (“Extremely severe”) by medical personnel. The total CIRS score is in a range of 0 points 

(“No comorbidity”) through to 56 points (“Maximum possible comorbidity”). 

Expected value: A value estimated by means of regression analysis of the case mix (in other words, the 

independent variables). 

Extended Barthel Index (EBI): Like FIM®, EBI records functional ability in important activities of life and 

was developed as an alternative to FIM® (Prosiegel et al., 1996). Per item, 0 (“Unable”) to 4 (“Independ-

ent”) points can be given, and the total score from the individual items is therefore in a range from 0 

(maximum impairment) to 64 (minimal impairment) points. EBI can be employed as an outcome indica-

tor in neurological, musculoskeletal and other rehabilitation programmes. ADL scores calculated from 

EBI (and from FIM®) can be used to perform a risk-adjusted comparison of outcomes from clinics. 

Case: A patient discharged during the period of data collection (calendar year).  

Number of cases: Number of cases used as a basis for analysis or data characterisation. 

Error bar chart: Representation in graph form of numerical data used, for instance, to visualise mean 

scores with confidence intervals. 
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FIM® instrument/Functional Independence Measure (FIM®): FIM® records, with its 18 items, functional 

ability in important Activities of Daily Living (ADL) on a seven point response scale, from 1 (“Total assis-

tance”) to 7 (“Complete independence”) (Keith et al., 1987). Adding scores from all the items results in a 

total score ranging from 18 (maximal impairment) to 126 points (minimal impairment). FIM® can be 

employed as an outcome indicator in neurological, musculoskeletal and other rehabilitation pro-

grammes. ADL scores calculated from FIM® (and from EBI) can be used to perform a risk-adjusted com-

parison of outcomes from clinics. 

Funnel plot: Representation in graph form of numerical data plotted against the number of cases. Similar 

to error bar charts, in this report the funnel plots show standardised residuals, which on the y-axis[x-

axis?] are plotted against the number of cases in the analysis for each individual clinic. In this way, all 

possible relationships between outcomes and clinic sizes can be taken into account. 

Statistical population: Total number of cases. 

Health Assessment Questionnaire (HAQ): HAQ records physical impairment in activities of daily living, 

and is employed as an outcome indicator in musculoskeletal rehabilitation (Lautenschläger et al., 1997; 

White et al., 2011). In total, it comprises 24 items, each scored from 0 points (best quality of life) to 3 

points (worst quality of life). 

Histogram: A histogram represents in graph form the frequency distribution of numerical data, e.g. age 

in years. The areas of the rectangles are proportional to the frequency of each of the parameter classes 

(e.g. 1 year classes for age). 

Item: A single question in a questionnaire or assessment form, e.g. in EBI. 

Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC): ICC, similar to Cohen’s kappa, is a measure of the correlation 

between two evaluations. It is particularly well suited to comparing interval-scaled data, e.g. ADL scores 

from FIM® and from EBI. 

Kappa: Cohen’s kappa is a statistical instrument which measures the correlation of two evaluations, for 

instance made by two people or two instruments, and, generally, has a value of 0 to 1 [-1 to 1?]. A value 

of 0 indicates that the agreement is purely random. A value of 1 indicates an exact agreement in all 

cases. 

Confidence interval (CI): The CI describes the precision of the estimated value of a parameter, e.g. the 

mean value. In the case of a 95% confidence interval, the probability that the range of values contains 

the correct value is 95%.  

Spearman’s rank correlation: Spearman’s rank correlation is a measure of agreement between two vari-

ables. In this study, the agreement between the calculated ADL scores from FIM® and the ADL scores 

from EBI is analysed. A score of 0 indicates no linear relationship, while +1 is a perfect match.  

Maximum: The highest recorded score.  

Median: Score lying at the midpoint of a distribution of metric data, e.g. age. Half of the evaluated scores 

lie above and below the median (equivalent to the 50th percentile). 

Baseline medical statistical data: Portion of the data collected by the Swiss Federal Statistical Office 

(SFSO) containing socio-demographic data such as details of hospitalisation, and inpatient diagnosis 
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and treatment costs. Data from this source, such as primary diagnoses and age, are used to adjust the 

clinic comparison to take into account the case mix. 

Minimum: The lowest recorded score. 

Mean score: The arithmetic mean (average) of recorded scores. 

Outcome: End result of a rehabilitation programme as measured by outcome indicators such as EBI. 

Percentile: A percentile indicates the percentage of observed variables that are below a particular value. 

At the 25th percentile 25% of observations are below this value, at the 75th percentile 75% of observa-

tions are below. 

Predictor: A variable used to predict another value. See also confounders and independent variables. 

Regression: Statistical procedure used to estimate a dependent variable (outcome) on the basis of one 

or more independent variables (predictors). In this report the dependent variable is estimated using 

linear regression, as the relationship between the variables is expected to be linear. 

Residual (residual score): Difference between the score as estimated using predictors and the actual 

recorded score in a treatment case. The effect confounders have on residuals can be eliminated, thus 

removing distortions due to variations in the composition of patient populations at the clinics involved. 

Above-average residual values indicate high quality, indicating the outcome is better than might be 

expected given the case mix. 

Risk adjustment: Statistical method of adjusting for the effects of those confounders that clinics cannot 

control. Once the calculated parameters have been appropriately adjusted, clinics can be more fairly 

compared. The principal confounders are those that arise from the varied composition of the case mix. 

Column chart: Chart that represents in graph form the frequencies of parameters by means of vertical 

bars. See also, bar chart. 

Significance: Differences between measured variables are described as significant if the probability they 

have arisen by chance is not above a specific defined threshold. The maximal permitted probability of 

error is termed the significance level or α. 

Standard deviation (SD): The range of dispersal of a set of values of a variable around their mean. The 

standard deviation is equal to the square root of the variance, and, along with the mean and number of 

cases, is required to calculate the confidence interval. 

Standardised residual: Residuals that have been standardised to ensure the standard deviation of the 

residuals is 1 and the mean is 0. 

Sample population: Subset of a whole given population. Statistical techniques can be used to extrapo-

late the results for a sample population for the population as a whole.  

Scatter plot: A scatter plot is a representation in graph form of the measured values of two variables. In 

this case, the ADL score from FIM® is plotted on the y-axis while the ADL score from EBI is on the x-axis.  

Actual value (measured value): The actual measured value. Often compared with the expected value. 

The difference between the two is termed the residual.  

Transition plot: Transition plots are representations in graph form of the distribution of responses to 

two variables, in this case the corresponding FIM® and EBI items. Each FIM® and EBI response category 
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is represented by a rectangular column. The length of the column indicates the frequency of the partic-

ular response category in the sample population. The FIM® and EBI columns are linked by arrows, indi-

cating which EBI category/ies were selected in the presence of a given FIM® category. The thickness of 

the arrows symbolises the frequency of each connection. The more frequently an EBI category was se-

lected in combination with a particular FIM® category, the thicker the arrow. 

t-test for dependent samples: Statistical test used to assess the null hypothesis that there is no difference 

between two expected values of the underlying distributions in a population. 

Independent variable: A parameter that can be influenced by independent variables. When measuring 

outcomes, the independent variable is also termed the predictor. 

Variable: Statistical parameter (e.g. place of residence before admission), which assigns levels (e.g. “in-

tensive care unit” or “at home”) to parameter holders (patients). 

Variance: An indicator of the range of distribution of measured values. It is calculated as the squared 

deviation of the individual values from their mean. The standard deviation is the square root of the 

variance. 

 

The definitions of the above terms have been formulated using language that is easily understandable 

by a wide range of readers. They may be simplified and may not completely mirror in every detail the 

definitions based on current statistical standards. Please refer to the literature for more detailed defini-

tions of statistical terms (Bortz, Schuster, 2010; Krol, Lübke, 2011; Eid et al., 2015). 
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Appendix 

A1 Sample population description - clinic compariso 

Figure 61: Age by clinic 
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Figure 62: Gender by clinic 
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Figure 63: Nationality by clinic 
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Figure 64: Comorbidity (CIRS) by clinic 
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Figure 65: EBI categories by clinic 
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Figure 66: FIM® categories by clinic 
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A2 Comparison of scatter plots and conversion algorithms for all variants 

This section contains a comparison of scatter plots and key agreement parameters for all variants of 

item mappings. Shown are the results for the conversion algorithms from the first expert workshop 

(sometimes in several variants), the results on the basis of the validation study and the results of the 

consensus-agreed conversion algorithms from the second expert workshop. The results from each con-

version algorithm are appropriately labelled. 

 

Item 1: Eating and drinking 

 

Figure 67: Scatter plot item 1 (Eating and drinking) 
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Table 60: Overview of conversion algorithm for item 

 
 
 

EBI 1 ADL FIM® A EBI 1 ADL FIM® A

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 2 2 5

3 3 6 3 3
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Validation study
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Consensus-agreed 

conversion algorithm 
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Item 2: Personal hygiene 

Figure 68: Scatter plot item 2 (Personal hygiene) 
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Table 61: Overview of conversion algorithm for item 2 

 
 
 
 
 

EBI 2 ADL FIM® B EBI 2 ADL FIM® B
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Item 3: Dressing and undressing 

Figure 69: Scatter plot item 3 (Dressing and undressing) 
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Table 62: Overview of conversion algorithm for item 3 

 
 
 
  

EBI 3 ADL FIM® D+E* EBI 3 ADL FIM® D+E*

0 0 1 0 0

2 1 1 1,2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

7 7

EBI 3 ADL FIM® D+E*

0 0 1

2

3

4

5

6

7
* M ean score of D and E (rounded down if not a whole 

number)

* Variant 1A: lower of the scores for D and E 

* Variant 1B: mean score of D and E (rounded down, if not 

a whole number)

* Variant 2A: lower of the scores for D and E 

* Variant 2B: mean score of D and E (rounded down if not 

a whole number)

4

2

4 4

4 4 4

1 1

2 2

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithm

Expert workshop variant 1 Expert workshop variant 2

1 1

2 2
2
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Item 4: Bathing/showering/taking a complete sponge bath 

Figure 70: Scatter plot item 4 (Bathing/showering/taking a complete sponge bath) 
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Table 63: Overview of conversion algorithm for item 4 

 
 
  

EBI 4 ADL FIM® C+K* EBI 4 ADL FIM® C+K*

1 1

2 2

1 1 3 3

4 4

5 2 2 5

3 3 6 3 3 6

4 4 7 4 4 7

EBI 4 ADL FIM® C+K* EBI 4 ADL FIM® C+K*

0 0 1 0 0 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

2 2 5 2 2 5

3 6 3 6

4 7 4 7

* Variant 1A: lower of the scores for C and K

* Variant 1B: mean score of C and K (rounded down if not 

a whole number)

* Variant 2A: lower of the scores for C and K 

* Variant 2B: mean score of C and K (rounded down if not 

a whole number)

* Variant VA: lower of the scores for D and E 

* Variant VB: mean score of D and E (rounded down if not 

a whole number)

* Variante VA: * mean score of C and K

4

1 111

4

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithm
Validation study

Expert workshop variant 1 Expert workshop variant 2

0 0

1 1

2 2

0 0
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Item 5: Bed to chair/wheelchair transfer 

Figure 71: Scatter plot item 5 (Bed to chair/wheelchair transfer) 

 

 

Table 64: Overview of conversion algorithm for item 5 

 

 

EBI 5 ADL FIM® I EBI 5 ADL FIM® I

1 0 0 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

2 2 5 2 2 5

6 6

7 7

0

1 1

Expert workshop / Consensus-

agreed conversion algorithm
Validation study 

4 4

1 1

4 4

0
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Item 6: Locomotion 

 

Figure 72: Scatter plot item 6 (Locomotion) 
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Table 65: Scheme for conversion algorithm for item 6 

 

 

  

EBI 6 ADL FIM® L EBI 6 ADL FIM® L

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

2 2 5 5

3 3 6 6

4 4 7

EBI 6 ADL FIM® L EBI 6 ADL FIM® L

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

2 5 2 5

3 6 3 6

4 7 4 7

1

1

0

0 0

Validation study

Wheelchair

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithms

Expert workshop variant       

Wheelchair

1 1

0 0

1 1

Expert workshop variant 

Walking 

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithms

Validation study

Walking AND Wheelchair

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithms

2

0

2 2

0 0

1 1
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Item 7: Stairs 

 

Figure 73: Scatter plot item 7 (Stairs) 

 

 

Table 66: Overview of conversion algorithm for item 7 

 
  

EBI 7 ADL FIM® M EBI 7 ADL FIM® M

0 0 1 0 0 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

7 7

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithms
Expert workshop

2

4 4

2

1 1 1

2

4 4

1

2
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Item 8: Toilet use 

Figure 74: Scatter plot item 8 (Toilet use) 
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Table 67: Overview of conversion algorithm for item 8 

 
  

EBI 8 ADL FIM® F+J* EBI 8 ADL FIM® F+J*

1 0 0 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

2 2 5 2 2 5

6 6

7 7

EBI 8 ADL FIM® F+J*

0 0 1

2

3

4

2 2 5

6

7

* Variant 1A: lower of the two values for F and J

* Variant 1B: M ean score of F and J (rounded down if not 

a whole number)

** If EBI 5 (Bed to  chair/wheelchair transfer) and EBI item 

6 (Locomotion) are each scored as "0", the ADL score 

“ 4”  for item 8 is revised to  "0".

* Variant 1A: lower of the scores of F and J

* Variant 1B: mean score of F and J (rounded down if not  

a whole number)                                                                                                    

** if the scores of EBI 5 (Transfer: wheelchair / bed & vv.) 

and EBI Item 6 (Locomotion on level surfaces) are "0" 

each, the ADL-Score "4" o f Item 8 is set to  "0" as well.

* Variant 1B: mean score of F and J (rounded down if not  

a whole number)                                                                                                    

** if the scores of EBI 5 (Transfer: wheelchair / bed & vv.) 

and EBI Item 6 (Locomotion on level surfaces) are "0" 

each, the ADL-Score "4" o f Item 8 is set to  "0" as well.

4

1 1

4 (0**)

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithms

Expert workshop Validation study

0 0

4 4 (0**)

1 1
1 1

4 4 (0**)
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Item 9: Bowel management 

 

Figure 75: Scatter plot item 9 (Bowel management) 
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Table 68: Overview of conversion algorithm for item 9 

 

  

EBI 9 ADL FIM® H EBI 9 ADL FIM® H

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 2 2 4

5 3 5

6 6

4 4 7 4 7

EBI 9 ADL FIM® H EBI 9 ADL FIM® H

0 0 1 0 0 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

3 5 3 5

6 6

7 7

Expert workshop - variant 1 Expert workshop - variant 2

0 0

2 2

0 0

4

4

2 2 2 2

4
44

3 3

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithms
Validation study
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Item 10: Bladder management 

 

Figure 76: Scatter plot item 10 (Bladder management) 
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Table 69: Overview of conversion algorithm for item 10 

 

  

EBI 10 ADL FIM® G EBI 10 ADL FIM® G

1 0 0 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 3 5

3 3 6 3 6

4 4 7 4 7

EBI 10 ADL FIM® G EBI 10 ADL FIM® G

0 0 1 0 0 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

3 5 3 5

6 6

7 7

1 1

1 1

Expert workshop Validation study variant 1

0 0

4 4
4 4

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithms
Validation study variant 2

4

1 1 1 1
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Item 11: Comprehension 

 

Figure 77: Scatter plot item 11 (Comprehension) 

 
 

Table 70: Overview of conversion algorithm for item 11 

 

  

EBI 11 ADL FIM® N EBI 11 ADL FIM® N

0 0 1 0 0 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

3 3 5 5

6 3 3 6

7 4 4 7

EBI 11 ADL FIM® N

0 0 1

2

3

4

3 3 5

6

7

Expert workshop variant 1 Expert workshop variant 2

1 1

1 1

44

1 1

4 4

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithms
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Item 12: Expression 

 

Figure 78: Scatter plot item 12 (Expression) 
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Table 71: Overview of conversion algorithm for item 12 

 

 

  

EBI 12 ADL FIM® O EBI 12 ADL FIM® O

0 0 1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

3 3 6 3 6

4 4 7 4 7

EBI 12 ADL FIM® O EBI 12 ADL FIM® O

0 0 1 0 0 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

3 5 3 5

6 6

7 7

Expert workshop variant 1 Expert workshop variant 2

1 1

0 0

1 1

4

4

1 1

4
4

1 1

4

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithms
Validation study 
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Item 13: Social interaction 

 

Figure 79: Scatter plot item 13 (Social interaction) 

 
 

Table 72: Overview of conversion algorithm for item 13 

 

 

  

EBI 13 ADL FIM® P EBI 13 ADL FIM® P

1 0 0 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

7 7

EBI 13 ADL FIM® P

0 0 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4 4

Expert workshop Validation study

2 2

4 4

0 0

2 2

4 4

2 2

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithms
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Item 14: Problem solving 

 

Figure 80: Scatter plot item 14 (Problem solving) 

 

 

 

Table 73: Overview of conversion algorithm for item 14 

 
 
  

EBI 14 ADL FIM® Q EBI 14 ADL FIM® Q

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

7 7
4 44 4

0 0

2 2

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithms
Expert workshop

0 0

2 2
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Item 15: Memory/learning capability/orientation 

Figure 81: Scatter plot item 15 (Memory/learning capability/orientation) 

 

 

 

Table 74: Overview of conversion algorithm for item 15 

 

 

 

 

 

EBI 15 ADL FIM® R EBI 15 ADL FIM® R

0 1 0 1

1 2 1 2

2 3 2 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

7 7

0 0

2 2

Consensus-agreed conversion 

algorithms
Expert workshop

4 4 4 4

3 3
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A3 Consensus-approved conversion algorithms for all items 

 

Table 75: Consensus-agreed algorithms for the conversion of EBI and FIM scores to ADL scores for all items 

 

 

 

EBI Item ADL Score FIM® Item explanatory remark
1. Eating ADL 1 A. Eating

0 0 1 - 2

2 2 3 - 5

3 - 4 4 6 - 7

2. Grooming ADL 2 B. Grooming

0 0 1 - 2

1 1 3 - 4

2 2 5

3 -4 4 6 - 7

3. Dressing / undressing ADL 3 
D. Dressing - Upper Body  /              

E. Dressing - Lower Body*

0 0 1

1 1 2 - 3

2 2 4 - 5

4 4 6 - 7

4. Bathing / showering / taking a 

complete sponge bath 
ADL 4

C. Bathing                                                 

K. Transfer: Tub / Shower*

0 0 1

1 1 2 - 4

2 2 5

3 - 4 4 6 - 7

5. Transfer: wheelchair / bed & vv. ADL 5
I. Transfer: Bed / Chair / 

Wheelchair 

0 0 1 - 2

1 1 3 - 4

2 2 5

4 4 6 - 7

6. Locomotion on level surfaces ADL 6
L. Locomotion: Walk / 

Wheelchair*

0 0 1 - 2

1 1 3 - 4

2 2 5

3 3 6

4 4 7

0 0 1 - 2

1 - 4 1 3 - 7

0 0 1 - 2

1 1 3 - 4

2 - 4 2 5 - 7

7. Ascending / descending stairs ADL 7 M. Locomotion: Stairs

0 0 1

1 1 2 - 3

2 2 4 - 5

4 4 6 - 7
… continued on next page.

If additional Item Walking was used.

If additional Item Wheelchair was used.

If additional Item Walking AND 

Wheelchair was used.

* The mean score of Items FIM® D. and  

Items FIM® E. is used and rounded down if 

it's not a whole number.

* The lower of the scores of Items FIM® C. 

and FIM® K. is used.
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EBI Item ADL Score FIM® Item Bemerkung

8. Use of the toilet ADL 9
F. Toileting                                                

J. Transfer: Toilet*

0 0 1

1 1 2 - 4

2 2 5

4 4 (0**) 6 - 7

9. Bowel management ADL 9 H. Bowel Management 

0 0 1

2 2 2 - 4

3 - 4 4 5 - 7

10. Bladder Management ADL 10 G. Bladder Management 

0 0 1

1 1 2 - 4

3 - 4 4 5 - 7

11. Cognitive comprehension ADL 11 N. Comprehension

0 0 1

1 1 2 - 4

3 3 5

4 4 6 - 7

12. Expression ADL 12 O. Expression 

0 0 1

1 1 2 - 4

3 - 4 4 5 - 7

13. Social Interaction ADL 13 P. Social Interaction

0 0 1

2 2 2 - 4

4 4 5 - 7

14. Problem Solving ADL 14 Q. Problem Solving

0 0 1 - 2

2 2 3 - 5

4 4 6 - 7

15. Memory / learning / 

orientation 
ADL 15 Q. Memory

0 - 1 0 1 - 2

2 - 3 2 3 - 5

4 4 6 - 7

* * The mean score of Items FIM® F. and  

Items FIM® J. is used and rounded down if 

it's not a whole number.

** if the scores of EBI 5 (Transfer: 

wheelchair / bed & vv.) and EBI Item 6 

(Locomotion on level surfaces) are "0" 

each, the ADL-Score "4" of Item 8 is set to 
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